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TEA THER FORECAST
Tonisht

and Wednesday Generally

Fair

THE DAILY MAXIM

The Wheels of Justice
Sometimes Grind
Unevenly.

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED PRESS LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE
EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW ME

XXXII. VOL. 'Xo. 167

STANDARD OIL

ROGERS GETS 5 TO 12 YEARS IN THE

CONFESSED

RECALL ATTACKED REYES

OPPOSED 3D RESOLUTION

BY DEMOCRATS

TO A COUNTER

TO INVESTIGATE

PROSECUTION

OF HOUSE

UPRISING

L0RI1R

belong to a good family, one of thi
best families in New Mexico; two of SENATE CALLS ON ATTORNEY
GENERAL FOR INFORMATION
your brothers I have known for years
CONCERNING SUCH ACTION
they have been Intimate friends of
mine; I respect them as highly as I
do any of my friends in New Mexico.
A RESOLUTION IS ADOPTED
That is all."

JUDGE ROBERTS PASSED

CITY EDITION

OFFICIALS FACE

PENITENTIARY AND WIGGINS 7 TO 12

SENTENCE

TUESDAY, MAY 23, 191 1

I

TENNESSEE AND NEW YORK
GRESSMEN
NOUNCE
A

MENACE

BITTERLY

CON- - FORMER

MEXICAN
SECRETARY SENATOR MARTIN, DEMOCRAT, TO
OF WAR DEPRECATES EVEN
BE SURE OF AN INQUIRY,
.'
TALK OF SUCH MOVEMENT
FATHERS MEASURE

DE- -

INNOVATION

TO

JUDICIARY PEACE MUST BE RESTORED THE MINORIHBACKS HIM UP

Wiggins was Calm
IT SPECIFICALLY NAMES ROCKE- - IT WOULD BE A SOURCE OF CON- - DECLARES HE CAN NEVER JOIN PROVIDES SPECIFICALLY
was
FOR IN
seated
several
Wiggins
STANT DANGER TO INTEGRITY
FELLER, ROGERS, FLAGER, ET
THE RANKS OF THOSE WHO
feet away from Rogers when the lat
QUIRY INTO LEGISLATIVE
ter received his sentence. Isolated
OF THE COURTS
AL, AS AMENABLE,
HAVB DISRUPTED COUNTRY
"JACK POT"
and alone, apparently without a friend
except his counsel appointed by the
GUILTY OF CRIMINAL OFFENSE LAST DAY OF LONG DEBATE CERTAIN OF
court, who eat near him, he calmly
TRANQUILITY COMPLICATES THE SITUATION
listened tq the sentence imposed upon
Rogers, and as calmly arose to receive MEASURE SAYS SUPREME COURT BEFORE ADJOURNMENT TONIGHT, CONFIDENT
BETTER ELEMENTS REGULARS,
LA FOLLETTE AND
his own. Asked by the court wheth
HELD THEY VIOLDECISION
VOTE ON STATEHOOD RESO-TIOCAN BRING ORDER OUT
VIRGINIA STATESMAN HAVE
er he had anything to say why the
ATED
LAW
WILL BE TAKEN
OF CHAOS
ALL TAKEN INITIATIVE
sentence of the court should not be lm
posed upon him, Wiggins responded
Washington, May 23. As to what
that he had not. Judge Roberts then
Havana, May 23. Replying to a re
Washington, May 23. The Lorimer
A
VARIANCE IN
steps had been taken for the criminal
situation in the senate was further
said:
for
his
quest
opinion
the
23.
regarding
(BuiMay
Washington,
'I will have to sentence you to the prosecution of the officers of the
rumor current in Mexico City that a complicated today by the introduction
,
letln 5 p. m.) The house late
of a third resolution, calling for an
territorial penitentiary. You were, at Standard Oil company, under the re
counter
revolution was contemplated
one time, as the evidence in the case cent decision of the supreme court,
investigation of the chargesof bribery
was demanded of Attorney General
today adopted by a viva voce
against the Madero faction in Mex- in connection with the election of
showed, sentenced to the penitentiary
tnrtav
hv tha aannta '
WtpVorahnm
for the term of ninety-nin- e
years. Your
. .
V
vie " Arizona and New Mex- - ico, General Bernardo Reyes, who is the junior senator from Illinois. The
,
wmcn
wiiuin
aeoate, a re
auopieu,
stopping in this city, today made the resolution was offered on behalf of the
liberty for life was taken from you
lco statehood
resolution. Ari- democratic minority by Senator MarWhile you were under sentence the solution of inquiry offered by Senator
following statement:
Pomerene.
tin. It provides specifically for an In
"I
am
to
governor of the territory saw fit to
implacably
auch
zona
reopposed
must
vote
on
the
again
The resolution names specifically t
a movement. The criminal tyranny quiry into the "jack pot" fund in the
commute your sentence to twenty
John D. Rockefeller, William Rocke- f call of judges and New Mexico f cf a faction, which in derision
years' imprisonment, and finally to exonly Illinois legislature, and its connection
H. Rogers, Henry M.
feller,
William Rogers, In whose fertile of the enormity of your crime. You tend to you a full pardon.
Is
Henry
termed
the
clentif
ico
The govparty, was with Lorimer.
on that provision to make its f
The Martin resolution would leave
brain evolved the diabolical plot for doubtless by this time appreciate the ernor when be did this doubtless felt Flager, John D. Archbold, Oliver H.
one which roused the people of Mex
with
loo
the committee on privileges and
the kidnaping of the child of bis truth of this. It has already been that you had been punished sufficient Payne and Charles M. Pratt. It sets
the
constitution easier to amend.
government and forc
against
f
forth that the supreme court held theed the uprising of General Francisco elections the prosecution cf the inquiry
own brother and who has confessed done. Nothing we can Bay in regard ly, and I am sure that he
il
thought
I. Madero.
and, delegates to it all the powers of
that he was the sole Instigator, of t the past would be of any use; the you were given your liberty you would the corporation to be illegal and in
effect that its officers are guilty of ef
would
I
not
than
less
could
will
only thing
say tq j'ou
the crime,
spend
"I, who have shed my blood for my a court. The committee Is authorized
pever again commit a crime, YOD
e
five years nor more than twelve be a few words relative to the future. Save
a combination in restraint of
country, can never join the ranks of to hold its sessions at whatever-placfaise to that trust which fecting
proven
It
most
convenient.
deems
conresolution
those who have beyond measure ex
Recall Roundly Scored
years in the territorial penitentiary 6f course, I wili have id sentence you he imposed in you, yon have shown trade. Therefore, the
Contrary to expectations, the senate
ploited my country and who. are the
at Santa Fe. Joseph Wiggins, ac to the penitentiary. I trust you will and demonstrated by your action that tinues, the seven men named are
after disposing of routine busi23.
the
cause
With
of
and
today
all
to
the
amenable
criminal
misfortunes
hands
which
May
an
as
the
court
not
tool
Washington,
in
the
prosecution
realize that It is
complice and willing
you were unworthy of hlB confidence.
ness did not take up the La Follette
of Rogers, will atone for his share individual doing this, but it is the Your attorneys, it Is true. In defend the demand ls made that "the attor- resolution providing statehood for now afflict her and of all the perils
to wnicn sne it no wexposea. To re rsolnt.lon but. proceeded to consider
ney general of nrt united Sta.es he
ot the crime with a minimum sen- law. Here in New Mexico the law
ing you, evidently were ot the opin and 19
to
directed
the
inform
hereby
1
tollow
more
to
that
Were
my
Mexico
than
per ion, that you were' less guilty"' than
ArliSona, and New
scheduled move these evils and perils It la nec the resolution providing for direct
tence ot two years
supreme.
or tne united states wbat, u
essary and possible to reach a com election of senators. Mr. La Follette
ot Rogers, while his maximum sen- - sonal Inclinations In this matter, 1 ycur
because he was senate
have been begun, for passage before adjournment lo- - plete undertandin
and agreement is expected to resume later in the day
will be the same. According would sentence you and suspend the the instigator of the crime. But I do any, prosecutions
sane elements of the peo- his speech begun yesterday.
now pending against the said
the
or
among
are
a
J,
are
young
Clarence
because
you
sentence,
hours today of the ple which cannot include members of
not agree with that contention.. You
to the statement of Judge
Sandard Oil company of New Jersey, night, the closing
Roberts when pronouncing sentence, man, and this is your first offense, are a full grown man; whether you
constituent
said
the
on
companies long debate
the measure were giv- this faction of evildoers.
against
the additional two years were added You were a young man with a bright may be educated or ignorant is Imma- or individual defendants above named
"Jose Ylves Limantour. the Mexican
to Wiggins' sentence primarily be- future before you; a world of prom terial; the most ignorant of our citi or any of them, for violations of said en over- - in large part to speeches finance minister, who once led the REPORTERS REFUSE
1
zens are able to realize right from sections one or two of said Sherman
cause he refused to plead guilty, and ise, and looking at your good alone,
faction and against whom a singular
a believe if sentence were suspended
denouncing the judiciary recall featserved
has
he
because
secondarily
wrong. It does not require an educa anti-trugroup revolted to work at their own
law."
TO GIVE EVIDENCE
comtion to enable a man to distinguish
term in the penitentiary at a pre- that you would probably never
ure of the Arizona constitution.
discretion, thus expressed himself
crime.
between
another
mit
between richt and wrong;
when endeavoring to instill the latest
vious time.
MUST SERVE HIS SENTENCE
The resolution admitting Arizona of hia extemperaneous reforms in our
Sentence was imposed upon the
"I trust you will realize that it is getting money honestly and dishon
state
23.
The
May
Pa.,
Harrisburg,
CORRESPON
FOUR LEGISLATIVE
two men this morning shortly after the duty of the court, not only to look estlv. We all know that there is only
supreme court today affirmed the low provides' that this feature shall be political system."
DENTS MAY BE SENT TO JAIL
he opening of court at 9 o'clock. at your welfare, but the welfare of oi:e way to acquire money, and that er court's order in the matter of the
Asked whether the better elements
AT COLUMBUS, OHIO
voted on by the people as a condi- of Mexico were sufficiently strong
ot many people were in the court society; both must be taken into con- i.- honestly. You. being a man of
appeal of Joseph M. Huston, of Phila
exnot
was
generally
in
court
this
as
it
to carry out the work of reorganizawhen
approachthe
pronouncing
room
boy
mature years,
sideration by
state
new
of
the
architect
delphia,
tion to statehood! Represenative
would be sentence. The object of punishment ed,
tion, General Reyes said: "I have
you with this plan should have dis
pected that the sentences
Columbus, May 23. The committee
who was sentenced
building,
capitol
in
day.
the
is
later
this
until
who
man
In them, for the lead- of ten appointed by the senate to in
punished couraged him, and have reported
full
confidence
a
democrat,
of
is to reform the
Houson
pronounced
Tennessee,
nor
six
months
not
less than
to serve
ers of this element I know to be in- vestigate the charges of bribery made
The men were brought in quietly and and to deter others from committing fact to his parents. Had you been more than two
years Imprisonment for opened the debate today. The recall
time
short
a
room
comcourt
done
if
they
an honest man you would have
sat in the
crimes. They must know
spired
by the loftiest patriotic senti- against members of that body, call
deconspiring with state officials to
while other court business was being mit crime, whether they are rich of so. After having your life given back fraud
In the erection and fur- of judges, he said, would be not only ments and to be untouched by any ed as witnesses today E. E. Cook
state
the
are to
transacted.
governor, in
pettiness of a partisan personality." and C. C. Lyon of Columbus, A, C.
poor, high or low, whether they
you by a
of the capitol. Huston must an Innovation but a source of
danger
Before sentencing Rogers and Wig friendless or surrounded by influential a very few years we find you again nishing
Cross of Cincinnati, and Ralph C.
sentence.
his
now
serve
prison
District
friends that they will be punished. back a leech upon society; so I can
gins, Judge Roberts addressed
Lebfond, of Toledo, legislative corre- to the integrity of the courts. Mr.
and asked
Attorney C. W. G. Ward
When they know and realize this it see no extenuating circumstances in
PARIS-TO-MADRIspondents, but all refused, through
D
him whether he had anything to say will have a 'tendency to deter them your favor, which should commend
Houston contended that the judiciary
their attorneys, to testify.
in regard to the sentences to be
from the commission of crime. There- you to the leniency of this court,
The committee has unearthed an
of the country was on too high a plane
district attorney respond- fore it is incumbent upon the court
The
"I did feel that you should receive
statute which seems to confer on
old
'
CONTINUES
RACE
Mv2
ed that he had nothing to add to what to pronounce a sentence upon you. the same consideration at the hands
a
threatened
to
by
have
its
It
integrity
authority to send to jail witnesses
WILL RECOVER
ho had already suggested to the court I am not going to give you the sen- of the court that your
who
refuse to testify. Among the
popular recall at any time.
In substance he said he thought both tence which the crime you committed should receive, but by your voluntary
reasons
for the refusal of the four
LAP
AVIATORS
COVER SECOND
men were equally guilty, in the face deserves. That would be impossible. act you 'have .placed yourself before
men to testify is that they
followed
was
Rep
Mr.
BY
Houston
newspaper
by
MINISTER
INJURED
FRENCH
OF CROSS COUNTRY FLIGHT;
of the fact that Rogers had confessed The law does not fix an adequate this court in such a situation that you
such information concerning
received
HAS
EXCELLENT
movMONOPLANE
resentative Martin W. Littleton of
he was the instigator and prime
NO MISHAPS.
nmishment. I believe you realize do not appear in the same light as
the bribery scandal in confidence.
CHANCE TO GET WELL
when
er in the crime, but that it was his this. But you are a young man. I am your
man,
Every
who
a
also
democrat,
New
Warrants will be served this aft
York,
first offense. That Wiggins was not going to give you such a sentence he commits a crime, when he
23.
San
Sebastian,
May
Spain,
on the witnesses who refused
ernoon
23.
E.
Premier Antonio
Paris, May
an old offender, having been pardon- that you cannot, if you behave right, brought into court, when he know
made hia maiden speech in the house. Verdine arrived here at 10:59 o'clock to
testify.
clemed from the penitentiary by the
cause the board of parole to take into he is guilty, should say so frankly. Monis, who so narrowly escaped
denounced the recall of the this morning from Angouleme, havt&rie
his
was
to
of
He,
the
too,
this
at
the
and
death
opening
case.
governor
the
court
in
of
the
the
facts
ency
consideration the
When you were arraigned in
ing successfully covered the second
Madrid aviation race on Sunday,
second offense. The district attorney
of the justice of the peace, on this
judiciarystage of the Paris to Madrid aviation TEMPERANCE MAKING
.
.
stated that he had no recommendaanother very charge you pleaded guilty, be when Aviator Trains' monoplane
flight. Garros, who started from An
official
a
ui
Into
specof
euner
case
dashed
oi
group
tlon to make in the
chance, but still keep the sentence in cause you were guilty. Not only that.
gouleme at 5:13 o'clock this mornthe defendants, except to call the facts force so that if you do not live the but you confessed your guilt "to dozens tators and killed Minister of War VICE-PRESIDEVERY LITTLE HEADWAY
ing, successfully crossed the Bay of
a good night and
to the attention of the court.
kind of a life when you get out, of people, told them all of the cir Berteaux, passed
11:40
here
at
arrived
and
Biscay,
for his recovery are
without the expense of another trial, cumstances, which clearly Indicated strong hopes
o'clock. He was forced to make a
Sentencing of Rogers
He was greatly afentertained.
now
I
am
OF PRESBYTERIAN
when
goreincarcerated.
and
can be
showed
yet
tc
and
you
your
guilt,
asked
stop of two hours near Fuenterrabla COMMITTEE
then
Rogers
The Judge
fected this morning when informed
and
sentencv
court
minimum
a
ASSEMBLY
this
to
were
vou
into
you
GENERAL
reclined
give
brought
for fuel.
ing
stand up. Rogers did so and
Berteaux was
in the territorial peni- arraigned finally you stultified your of M. Berteaux' death.
five
of
years
OF DECEIT
the
divides
PRACTICE
which
against the railing
Sentence of sel by saying that you were not guil- an intimate friend of the premier,
a
In
TO
BELIEVED
Gilbert
Lost
RETIREMENT
bar from the main auditorium of the tentiary and maximum
Fog.
as well as associate in the cabinet. HIS'
t", and caused this county the people
court room, and rested his right hand twelve years.
Biarritz, France, May 23. M
Atlantic City, N. , May 23. "Only
FORECAST FORMAL STEPPING .
the
to'
to
conhad
go
whom you
wronged
"You understand that by good
on the railing, leaning slightly upon
after
bert,
leaving Angouleme
harm can result from deceiving the
DOWN OF DIAZ
dollars
it. His left hand he held over his duct on your part, you will be able expense of five or six hundred
morning, for San Sebastian, lost his publio by charts which indicate a rain trying you
face. Seated near him were his fath- to reduce the time you will have to of the taxpayers' money,
way in a fog and after flying over
advance in temperance legislation
to escape
a
on
before
to
I
want
Juarez,, Mex., May 23. A telegram the water for two hours, was forced pid
John
attempting
mak
your
jury;
impress
serve, and
er, A. T. Rogers, Sr., his brother,
and
by boastful statements about
I.
Madero,
crime
Francisco
was received by
man can be a the just punishment which your
we are
to land here to take on fuel.
while
all
white,
Rogers, and his sister, Mrs. Homer mind this fact, that a
the
AT
FEZ
map
ARRIVES
ing
Jr., today from Alfred Robles Domln-quegood man under any circumstances. merited and which you should have
TJnsell, of Spokane, Wash.
doing nothing of the kind."
without
his special peace envoy in Mexto
manhood
had
accept
whether
had
the,
court
he
be,
you
if
Wherever
may
the
you
When asked by
BRYAN GUEST OF D1X.
The foregoing assertion is made by
ico City, stating that the resignation
am going to Impose upon
23. William J. the committee on temperance' which
N.
anything to say why sentence should are in the penitentiary or out with flinching. I
MET WITH NO RESIST
Y.,
TROOPS
May
Albany
been
had
Corral
of
not be Imposed upon him,' Rogers re- your family and your friends, you can you an additional two years for you
" - ' Bryan came to Albany today to de- submitted its report today to the PresANCE FROM TRIBESMEN.BE
You will be sen
tendered.
when
man.'
get
Now,
a
you
subsequent
be
acjions.
good
almost
inaudibly:
sponded
mean
that liver an address before the National byterian general assembly.
SIEGING CAPITAL
The news was taken to
"It is impossible for me to give out and return again to the activities tenced to the territorial penitentiary
"When all allowances have been
was Civic league. (During his stay in Alseven
resignation
the"
vent to my feelings. I beg for the of life, I would not have you think to serve a term of not less than
to
Mr.
is
the
be
for false statements the fact
guest
made
Bryan
bany
PresiYou
Tangier, Morocco, May 23. The requested to precede that of
that the future holds nothing In store nor more than twelve years.
DIx.
mercy of the court"
of
Governor
remains there is an alarming increase
then said. "The for you, because If by your conduct will not be entitled to any clemency French column, under command of dent Dial, which is expected today
Judge Roberts
in the use of alcoholic liquors in the
entered Fez on the or tomorrow. When President Diaz
court will then sentence you. In pass- you merit the confidence of your at the hands of the board of. parole General Moinier,
United States as a whole," the report
STATE OFFICIAL ILL
because when you were given one op evening of May 21st. The. French resigns, Senor Madero and hia party
coning sentence upon you, of course it is friends and fellow men, do not
continues.
The
23.
Kansas
City, Mo., May
force met with no opposition on the immediately will leave for Mexico
useless for the court to attempt to say doubt but what It will be restored portunity you failed to take it.
estimates the "annual
of
report
auditor
The
state
of
J.
H.
dition
La
Edy,
De
Senor
man who has made a misstep, who has part of the rebellious tribesmen be City to advise with
anything about the enormity of the to you. This is your first wrong step;
is ill here, was report- drink bill of the average American
sieging the sultan's southern capital. Barra in the political reorganization Colorado who
offense which you have committed; let it be your last. I believe you will ;
family at till.
ed
Improved
today.
Vll Europeans In the city are safe.
of Mexico.
You
(Continued on Page Five)
words cannot express my conception the court trusts that you will.

KIDNAPERS THIS MORNING

Father of Chief Instigator in the
Abduction, His Brother and
Sister Present
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Court Comments at Length in Pronouncing
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Punishment On Two Criminals To
Begin Serving Terms at Once
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Owing to the phenomenal success and unprecedented attendance of our
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We will continue our sale a few days longer, until

aturday Evening, May 27th
:

'

EVE RYTH'I N Q 13 Off

13 Qtf
1

S

In , Dry Goods, Millinery, Women's and Misses
Ready-to-WeGarments and Men's and Boys'
ONE-THIR- D
Suits and Pants
OFF

Saturday is Yout
Last Opportunity to

ar

(SuaDG&G

Buy Everything at
BLwiBBdSirngi

ESTABLISHED

lono will knock twenty minutes
off the length of the game, and if
this does not suffice there will follow
a shift in the starting time of con
tests in the American league.
The edict from the Cub boss Is to
the effect that Hereafter all games
at the West Side park will be called
at 3 o'clock sharp. Murphy takes this
step upon his own initiative, but indications point to it being followed by
BASEBALL
CHIEFS FIGURE ON the other magnates in the older
leagues. When informed of Murphy's
HANDICAPPING THE PITCHER
action President Oomlskey of the
TO ACCOMPLISH IT
"White Sox said the stand was a
good one and' that he would adopt it
Chicago, May 23. Drawn out mati- within a short time if the new rulnees and tardy dinner bugs will tie a ing of Johnson does not have the
thing of memory before long. The desired effect.
The fault of the unusually long
coming of the rubber cork horsehlde
and the resultant long games has games this year is laid by President
umcaused concentrated action, and this Johnson both to the players and
as well as to the new ball,
pires
has taken form In an announcement
which has made heavy hitting a daily
from B. B. Johnson, president of the occurrence. The arbiters so far this
American league, and another from C. season have shown an inclination to
allow the players to run the game
W. Murphy, Cub boss.
The ultimatum of the American according to their own ideas, and la
the statement iBsued yesterday John
league chief comes in the form of eon took occasion to hint that a lit
a slight handicap for pitchers in that
on the part of
hereafter there shall be no more de- tie "hurry ofup" work would
be. acarbiters
his
staff
lay occasioned by mound artists in
their practice of warming up to the ceptable.
The managers have also come in
extent of five balls at the beginning
It
of each inning and in most cases aft- for their share of instructions.
er each putout. It is figured that is asserted that many of the team
bosses at different times make every possible effort to delay play, but
this will also die a natural death if
the umpires fill the orders of their
chief. The major share of the time
Is lost in the players coming and going both to field and to bat, but tVy
will have to hustle along from today on, under the possible penalty of
being Instructed to remain on ho
bench until they feel inclined to follow instruction3.
Comlskey is doubtful as to whethe
or not the new law will chop off -'
minutes from the paBtimc. A pitcher
can ordinarily toss over five balls
e
within a minute. Allowing two
for each inning, this apparently
useless pract'ee aggregates eighteen
minutes, but this does not lnc'iilu
time wasted In tossing the ball about
the field after each putout or wuen
a flinger is derrlcked to make room
distillation of malted for a newcomer.
A

MM

SHORTEN

THE NATIONAL
GAME

A WATER

FAMINE

CONFRONTS THE
WINDY CITY
WORST OF IT is NO RELIEF IS EXPECTED BEFORE AUGUST-WA- STE
PROHIBITED
i

Chicago,

May 23.

Notwithstanding

the 635,000,000 gallons pumped daily
the water famine in Chicago has be
come serious, the park fountains will
be shut down, the park sprinkJng
will be restricted (as well as that of

citizens) and In several sections ot
the city during some hours of the
day no water at all flows from tne
faucets. No relief of this condi'ion
Is in sight until late in August when
a new pumping plant which will add
25,000,000 gallons daily will be ready
Even with this addition some portions
of the city will be short of water all
the year. This trouble has been accumulating through the penurious
policy of the cfty council for many
years, a black "mark against municipal ownership. City Engineer Eric
son has been pumping at the council
for the necessary money for yars
with little success. It took six years
to get the Toseland pumping station
which is soon to be openeo, otherwise
the famine would not tew be 'o
acute. He asked Ij.-- tiiree pumping
engines for another siatii n, and wae
given one. . For years upper flats In
Lake View have been shor of wae."
at least a part ot eacn day in summer and the sprinkling of lawns has
practically been prohibit' d in that
and other districts. Simmer brok
upon the city suddenly this year and
the water department was unprepared. It has issued a general warning
to Chicago people: "Obey the sprinkling regulations, and do not waste
water in bath rooms, laundries or
kitchens."
During the year 1909 the
pure
for the city's use was
aier
pumped
tonic
to
a
an
safe
aid
grain
cne hundred seventy-si- x
billion galare
Pills
a
mediendorsed
50
true
Foley
Kidney
digestion
by
years
lons. The total value of the water
cine.
are
They
hea'Ing, strengthenpopularity. Procurable everyworks property now is approximately
ing, antiseptic and tonic They act
where at $1.00 a large bottle.
quickly. O. O. Schaefer
and
Red $60,000,000 but the expenditure of
Jk Duffy Malt Whisk jr Co., Rochester, N. T. Cross Drug Co.
more is necessary to
nearly

A Family Medicine

niin-ute-

Duffy's Pure

altUhiskcy

1862

satisfy the thirsts and supply water
for the baths and lawns of the city.
The Delinquent Girl.
The delinquent girl came in for
special attention during the Child
Warfare exhibit in Chicago and the
net result of the exhibit was so gratifying that Mrs. Emmons Blaine, Miss
Jane Addams and Charles E. Plowlin-so- n
of New York, and other sociologists hope to make it a national
and an annual affair. Judge M. W.
Pinckney of the juvenile court was
a speaker on "girls' day" and he laid
most of the blame ror delinquency
among girls upon their parents, basing his statement upon 475 cases in
his court last. year. ."The parents
were either dishonest," he said, "intemperate, shiftless or Immoral. A
bad environment, as I define it, is
one which allows 1,125 children in
the same block, as is the case in the
ninth ward. Temptation is the result
of low wages, of callous employers.
Every human being will too often
be delinquent. Delinquent girls are
the most important, the most neglect
ed, and the least understood of our
social problems. It is a problem, too,
which becomes more serious each
year. We do not meet her needs, 1
have found that the average girl be
comes delinquent from one of three
reasons parental neglect, environment, or temptation.
Fake Furniture Sales.
The fake household furniture sales,
ostensibly the sale at any old price
of the furniture of handsomely fur
nished homes on various boulevards
of Chicago, has become a flagrant but
an Interesting graft. Many of the
furniture stores and some furniture
factories outside of Chicago utilize
this method for disposing of expensive goods at high 'figures and at a
minimum of expense at the expense
of credulous buyers. . The method Is
to rent a handsome house on one
of the boulevards and furnish it complete with expensive furniture, rugs,
tapestries and put a woman, presumably the lady of the house, in charge.
The enticing ads. running at this season in the want columns are calculated to send persons of thrifty bent
bargain hunting to one of these
One of the many ads. now
places.
"Can you use
running is, typical:
any of the elegant furnishings that
adorn my magnificent residence at
boulevard? Complete in all
'
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WOMAN PLACED

WITH

SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION

Flanders "20"

ON TRIAL FOR

FORE-DOO-

MODEL
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MURDER
MRS.

CARMELIA
PIGNATELLA
KILLED SUITOR WHO WANTED HER TO ELOPE

Newark, N. J., May 23. Considerable publio interest is displayed in
the case of Mrs. Carmelia Pignatella,
who was brought from her cell, where
she has been confined for more than
a year, and arraigned in court today
to stand trial for the alleged murder
of Antonio Antorino. The killing oc
curred at the woman's home in Mont- clair on April 24 oMast year.' She is
said to have cqnfessed the deed, explaining that she killed Antorino in
defending herself against his importunities to elope.
Antorino was stabbed to death with
a carving knife. Mrs. Pignatella explained to the detectives that in Italy
several years ago the dead man paid
her attentions. Both, however, had
wedded since coming to America and
the woman declared in her answer to
the man's proposal to elope, made several weeks before the killing that
she would not leave her husband and
five children. The lover continued his
suit and on the day of the tragedj
called at the Pignatella home during
the absence of the husband. To pro
tect her honor the woman declared
she was compelled to slay Antori.io.
NOT

AN

EXPERIMENT

Paint Lick, Ky. Mrs. Mary Free
man, of this place, says: "Before I
commenced to take Cardul, I suffered
so much from womanly trouble! 1
was so weak, that I was down on my
back nearly all the time. Cardul has
done me more good than any medicine
I ever took in my life. I can't possibly, praise It too highly,." You need
not be afraid to take Cardul. It is
no new, experiment. For fifty years,
it has been found to relieve headache,
backache, and similar womanly troii
bles. Composed of gentle-actin- g
herb
Ingredients. Cardul builds up the
strength, preventing much unnecessary pain. Try it for your troubles,
today.

$800.00
F. O. B. Detroit
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY.
Agents,
Las Vegas. New Mexico.
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NEW YORK MAY
BE TRAMPLESS
STATE
PROFESSIONAL
HOBOES PLAN
GENERAL EXODUS IF PROPOSED COLONY IS ESTABLISHED

ducers are bitter in their denuncla
Hon of these garments as the chief
cause or tneir present situation. The
denunciation however, has nothing to
do with moral grounds, but simply
Ith the amount of goods necessary
to mane one or inese garments as
compared to the amount needed for a
gown of the style of a few years ago.
This decrease amounts to about forty
per cent say the producers, resulting
in a business
of about
shrinkage
$200,000,000 a year. In addition they
cite the tendency toward fewer petti
coats as another cause of gloom. How
ever, feminine dictates, and not protestations of manufacturers, are like
ly to settle this controversy In spite
of the amount of money Involved,
Turning of the Worm
Having grown used through a period
oi years to accusation on the part of
the government against the railroads,
New Yorkers who are always interest
ed In anything novel are now watching
keenly what may be called the turning
of the worm, that is, the railroads ac
cusing the government. The most lm
portant charges against Uncle Sam as
they appear In an article in Pearson's
magazine have to do with the sub
ject of railway mail pay. In this con
nectlon the carriers charge that the
methods of the government are such
as to cause them a loss of $20,000,000
a year. The really significant tha9e
of this situation is that the railroads
merely ask Uncle Sam to take his
own medicine that is, to pay for
exactly similar service the same rates
which through the Interstate Commerce Commission he authorizes the
railroads to charge to the traveling
public At present, according to the
Pearson's article, it is charged that
the government falls to do so by about
Of course the complaint
U not new since the railroads have
taken their claims to congress in the
past and been told that they had merit
after which nothing happened in the
way of relief. Now that the strain
of the
supreme court de
cision is temporarily passed, however,
and New York is able to think of
something else, the Idea that the rail
roads might actually have some
ground of complaint against the government along the lines set forth in
the article is one which is likely to
cause much discussion

New York, May 23. There Is gloom
among the members ot the ancient if
. not royal order of tramps, for
plana are
now under way to make New York
the first tramples state In the country and to change It from "the paradise of panhandlers, which, it now is,
to a territory to be shunned by every
professional hobo. Of the 500,000
tramps in the whole country figures
show that tbaut 60,000 of this army
of social parasites are always to be
found in this state and about 10,000
in this city alone. More than $2,000,-00- 0
a year Is Bpent In this state for
maintenance of this army in jails and
other institutions, while the cost ot
the damage to property and crimes
committed together with general con'
tributlons brings the total up to
While the plan by which It
is proposed to wipe out thia wasteful
expenditure and at the same time ell
minate the tramp problem has never
been tried in this country It has prov
en so successful abroad that there is
not doubt as to Its efficiency here.
It DroDoses to establish somewhere
in the state a tramp farm colony to
which vagrants can be sent and where
the products of their labor will be
used toward their maintenance. The
professional hobo for whom work has
no attractions will doubtless give the
state a wide berth while those sent
to the farm will be given an opportunity to become useful citizens. The
most successful of these colonies
abroad actually makes money, and it
is believed that a similar result could
be accomplished here. The matter is
now before the legislature In the form
of a bill providing for the acquirement
of the necessary land and within about
Locust
one minute after Its passage there is
The seventeen-yea- r
locust promises
certain to occur the greatest tramp to live
to his reputation' for reguup
ever
has
state
exodus which this
larity and his song is soon to be
known.
heard in the land, at least in this
Bring Grief to Dressmakers
vicinity, for these much talked of and
That the hand that shapes feminine seldom seen Insects have been found
fashions rules a large part of the in- fn the ground on Staten Island in
dustrial world and gives to woman such a state of advanced develop
seem certain that
a mighty power even though she has ment asa to makeor itten
week
days they will
nut yet acbtevea tne nauot., is me within
here
make
their
first
now
wtalob
be
appearance
is
sorrowful complaint
ing made here by manufacturers of all abouts 'since 1894. Their advent is
sorts of dress fabrics who assert that not regarded with such apprehension
women do not wear enough clothes as in former years, however, since
nowadays, to which fact they attribute scientists say that the amount of
the decrease of their business. The damage which they do is comparacharge, however, is not agalnBt th tively slight and that their notoriety
number of dresses since this is un is chiefly due to their remarkable
doubtedly greater lhan ever before, habit of appearing only once every
but rather against their size, and seventeen years. Should the locust
whatever the fashion makers of the give up this peculiarity and become
feminine world in general may feel a regular visitor, it is held that he
'Concerning the hobble skirt and the would soon sink into oblivion in comharem skirt, the dress goods pro- - parison to many other annual pests
which do far more damage without
notice.
achieving any particular
Nevertheless lots of people hereabouts are prophesying that the
seventeen-yea- r
locust will not leave
a single tree or shrub in this city
a prophesy which would be very serious if it only happened to be true.
-
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INFLAM-

MATION

AND PAIN
Cured by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
Creston. Iowa. " I was troubled for
a long time with inflammation, pains
I
n in my siae, sick
headaches and ner
vousness. 1 had ta.
kt;n so many medi
cines that l was
.

ft

discouraged and

thought I would
never get well. A
friend told me of
Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vearetable Com

pound ana it re
stored me to health,
1 have no more
pan my nerves are stronger ana i can
a my own w ork. Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound cured me after
I receverything else had failed, and
ommend it to other suffering women."
Mrs. AVm. Seals 605 W. Howard St.,
Creston, Iowa.
Thousands of unsolicited and genuine testimonials like the above prove
the efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vearetable Compound, which is made
exclusively from roots and herbs.
Women who suffer from those disnot lose sight of
tressing ills should the
ability of Lydia
these facts or doubt
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to

restore their health.

it trnn nrant snecial advice write

to fllrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass.
as
She will treat your letter
For 20 years
strictly confidential.
neen

she haswn.v neipmp
frp.pi of charee. Von. t
in hia
hesitate write at once.

Strike Violence Obsolete
In the peaceful settlement of the
telegraph operators demands New
York has had another illustration of
the fact that the
strike
method relying chiefly on violence or
physical coercion are being rapidly
superceded by intelligent arbitration.
While a strike of the telegraph op
erators would have effected the whole
country probably not one person in
a hundred realized the possibility of
such an event so quietly and in such
a business-likmanner was a settlement reached. This new method of
settling euch differences is undoubtedly due in a large part to the spread
of belief in the regulation of public
utilities, even on the part of public
utility corporation oflicals themselves.
At any rate, that seems to be the
logical conclusion or the reason that
the man chiefly responsible for the
bringing about of the peaceful settlement of what might have been a
serious matter was President Vail of
the telephone Interests. When it is
remembered that in his recent annual
report he' pointed out that auch control or regulation of public service
corporations had come to stay and
that as exercised by, permanent comr
missions it has many advantages
over the exercise of such powers
through legislative bodies or committees, the striking parallel becomes
plain. Probably no more surprising
Illustration could be found of the
new method of 'settling business differences. Incidentally it is worth
noting that the strikers were entire-'l- y
satisfied.
e

TO

FORTY-SI- X

TRY FOR

500

MILE RACE
INDIANAPOLIS

SPEEDWAY

,
TO BE

8CENE OF ELIMINATION
TRIAL8 ON FRIDAY

smarted In nine lines of five cars eacn,
placed at intervals of 100 feet back
o! the tape.

Scoring and timing of forty-si- x
fast
cars on a course but two and and a
half miles in length means tne devising of an entirely new system. In order to score' and time the race
more than 100 men will be
used throughoutfl the seven hours,
with 50 others as relief men to the
regular scorers. The eye is the only
part of man depended upon to aid
In this task, while mechanical and
electrical devices have been called upon to perform the greater part of the
work. An electrical timing machine
which divides the seconds into hundredth, will catch each car as it passes the wire on every lap, while a
battery of four adding machine's will
be used to record the number of cars
a they pass
Two dictaphones will
carry the record of the car numbers in
the order in which they flit by the
stand. This last record will have the
story of the entrance race in human
voice, the first time this has ever
been attempted.
Reinforcing this squad of mechanical workers will be four socre boards,
each 100 feet in length and each employing more than 20 men to operate
It. These will catch each car as it
passes the wire and credit it with a
lap each time it crosses. A telephone
system, which has more than twenty
Instruments attached, will convey information to a score of announcers in
all parts of the grounds and the visiting throng will be informed of the
status of the race every ten miles of
It progress.
Preparations have been made for
handling a crowd of 100,000. Parking
space for 10,000 automobiles has been
provided. In order to prevent accidents to the spectators, 300 men are
employed. A military organization,
known as the Speedway guard, is comThese militiamen
posed of 200 men.
guard every roadway and gate so that
the track has been termed "fool
proof." In addition, 100 police and
plain clothes men watch the throng
throughout the day. A mounted squad
aids in directing the crowds to their
proper places.
Known as "The Greatest Race
Course in the World," the Speedway
has been a great center of attraction
for motorists even when there was no
event in progress. The grounds con
tain 328 acres, all enclosed within
high board fence, and every corner at
tended by landscape gardeners. There
are forty-nin- e
buildings on the grounds
including garages and grandstands
Flower gardens and shrubbery dot
the entire tract. The track Is two
and one-hal- f
miles in length and re
quired aly months to construct, at
cost or more than $150,000. The entire racing plant, as it stands today,
cost more than $800,000.

Indianapolis, Ind., May 23. Highly
"tuned" and mechanically as perfect
as the skill of the modern motor car
maker can produce, forty-siof the
fastest racing atuomoblles ever assembled are at the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway awaiting the elimination
trials Friday which will determine
whether they are eligible to start In
the
International sweepstake
race on Memorial day, May 30. Every
car must show speed of seventy-fiv- e
miles an hour to qualify for one of
the greatest races in the history of
the motor contest sport. When the
entries to this event were closed May
cars entered,
I, there were forty-simanned by a list of drivers which includes every
pilot in
America, as well as several who made
their reputations
in Europe before
coming to the United States.
It has been nine months since the
initial announcement of this contest
was made by the promoters and each
month has witnessed an increase of
interest on the part of the public
as well as tne manufacturer.
Al
most six months ago the first entry
was made, when a Case car, with Lew
is Strang as the driver, was entered.
From that time on the entries were
sent in steadily until the largest field
ever drawn together for one event
was annouced when the entries were
closed. The greatest number of en
tries in any one contest previous to
this time was twenty-six- .'
The long race has assumed even
greater proportions than the promoters had anticipated when the purse
of $25,0000 in gold was offered for the
winners of the first ten places. A
capital prize of $10,000 headed a list
of nine others, as follows:
Second,
fourth $2,000;
$.",000; third $3,000;
fifth $1,500; sixth $1,000; seventh
$800; eighth $700; ninth $600; tenth
In addition to this small for
$500.
tune there have been added side
prizes by various accessory makers,
which bring ithe total to be won up
to about $40,000. Supplementing the
cash prizes are ten bronze plaques
which will be fflven to the entrants
of the ten winning cars. It long haa
been the rule In motor car racing that
the drivers shall receive the cash
prizes and the makers the trophies.
The conditions of the race, which
WHOLESALE GROCERS MEET
i3 a class E event, are that each car
Indianapolis, Ind., May 23. Nearly
shall weigh at least 2,300 pounds and 800 of the
leading wholesale grocers
have no more than 600 cubic Inches o the United
States,, representing inpiston displacement. This makes cats vested, capital amounting to $190,000,- up to about 120 horsepower eligible. 000,
responded to the roll call this
The forty-sicars have a total of
morning at the opening of the annual
dis20,150 cubic inches of piston
convention ot the National Wholesale
placement, giving an average of 438 Grocers' association. President Fred
cubic inches per car, according to its B.
Brake of Easton, Pa., called the
motor constructions. The miajority
gathering to order and presided
of the cars In the race In their tryout
over the opening session, which
have averaged 'about 95 to 100 miles was devoted
to the exchange
per hour, while" many of them are of greetings
and the
appointcapable of doing two miles per min ment of committees. The convenute. The entry free paid by the ention will spend three days in the distrants was $500 per car.
cussion of various matters of imporEstimates on the average speed tance to the wholesale trade.
The
which will be attained in the long
Mann weights and measures bill now
race have varied widely, but experts before
congress and the strict enexpress a belief that the winner will forcement of the pure food laws are
travel the ,500 miles at a rate ot
among the subjects to receive attenabout 75 miles per hour. The race tion.
will start at 10 o'clock in the morning and probably the winner will
$100 Reward $100
cross the tape on his last lap about
The readers of this paper will be
5 o'clock in the afternoon.
to learn that there is at least
The officials for the race have been pleased
one dreaded disease that science has
chosen from all over the United States been able to cure In all Its stages,
most of them having been officials at and that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Is the only positive cure now
many of the other great race meets Cure
to the medical fraternity. Ca
known
of the country. Fred J. Wagner, oi tarrh
being a constitutional disease,
New York, will act as starter, whllo requires a constitutional
treatment.
George Robertson, the former racing Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internalacting directly upon the blood and
driver, will be an assistant. A. R. ly,
mucous surfaces of the system, therewill
of
New
referee, by destroying the foundation of the
Pardington,
York,
while R. P. Hooper, president f the disease, and
giving the patient
American Atuomobile association Is strength by building up the constituassisting nature In doing its
the honorary official in that capacity. tion andThe
work.
proprietors have so much
been
Judges and other officials have
faith in its curative powers that they
chosen from among the most promi- offer One Hundred Dollars for any
nent manufacturers and automobile case that it falls to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
men in the middle west.
Address:
emThe method, which would be
P. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
ployed to start this event, has been
Take Hall's Family Pills for constidifficult for the promoters to decide.
The speedway management flnallj pation.
adopted the plan of firing daylight
Warning to Railroad Men'
bombs, which explode 250 feet in the
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath Me.,
air and give forth a dense cloud of
smoke. One of these will be fired sends out this warning to railroaders:
"A conductor on the railroad,
my
every minute for five minutes before work caused a chronic inflammation
10 o'clock? and at the stroke of 10 ot the
kidneys, and I was miserable
a special starting bomb will give the and all played out. A friend advised
Kidney Pills and from the day
signal that will send the entire field Foley
I commenced taking them, I
began to
Into one of the greatest races ever
regain my strength. The inflammaknown. After the start the contest- tion cleared and I am far better than
ants are signalled along the course by I have been for twenty years. The
means of colored flags, each of which weakness and dizzy spells are a thing
of the past and I highly recommend
bears some special meaning which the Foley
Kidney Pills." O. G. Scahefer
drivers understand. The cars will be and Red Ctobs Drug Co.
x
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x
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LIBRARY COSTING

$9,000,000 IS
DEDICATED
PRESIDENT TAFT ONE OF THOSE
WHO

ADDRESSED ASSEMBLAGE IN NEW YORK.

New York, May 23. New York's
new public library, declared by ex-

Unexpected

perts to be one of the finest and
best equipped buildings of its kind
in the world, was today formally
dedicated In the presence of a most
distinguished company. The cornerstone for the great marble structure
was laid nine years ago. The ceremonies on that occasion were most
Impressive and elaborate and those
of today were fully in keeping with
them.
The International and local appreciation of the significance of the
dedication was abundantly proved by
the presence at the exercises as participants in the program of the president of the United States, the governor of New York and the mayor of
the city of New York, together with
many of the highest national officials and the heads of the various
leading diplomatic corps accredited
to the United States.
The scene of the ceremonies was
the main vestibule, from the central
gallery of which President Taft, Gov
ernor Dix, Mayor Gaynor and the venerable John Bigelow addressed the
distinguished audience. The president
delivered the principal address of the
day. Mayor Gaynor made a brief
speech committing the building, the
property of the city, to the library directors. The address of acceptance
in behalf of the directors was made
by Dr. John I Billings.
The dedication exercises commenced
at 2 o'clock this afternoon and occupied about an hour and a half.
At their conclusion the general public was admitted to the building and
given the first opportunity to view
and admire its architectural beauties,
the magnificence of its Interior decoration and furnishings and the completeness of its equipment
TERRIBLE

PICTURE

Guests

The farmer and his wife were about to sit down to a
cold supper when they saw some old friends driving
towards the house.
The good wife was equal to the occasion
her New Perfection Oil

She had it lit in a moment, and her guests hardly were seated
on the porch before a hearty hot meal was ready (or the table-sau- sages
and eggs and long rashers of streaky bacon, and rolls just
crisped in the oven and fresh coffee and the hostess herself at cod
and neat as if she had not been near the kitchen.
She never could have managed it with an
range.
Perfection is the quickest, most convenient and best cooker
on the market
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The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
,

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead." will surely get quick
' '
success

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
1

.

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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$62.50

NORTH W EST
One Way, Via

Portland or Seattle
or

the reBoat or Rail from San Francisco
verse. Meals and sleeper free while at sea.

LOS ANGELES

ASTORIA
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PORTLAND, ORE.
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OR

ver direct or
Denver and San
Francisco

SAN DIEGO

SAN FRANCISCO

direct or via
Los Angeles re
turning via
Ogden and Denver

$55.50
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

J. M. Howell, a popular druggist of
Greensburg, Ky., says, "We use Chamberlain's Cough Remedy in our own
household and know it is excellent."
For sale by all druggists.

CALIFORNIA

tL.

ant M.

x

16, 17, 18. 19, 20. 21

of

(Incorporated)

Clinton, Ky. Mrs. M. C McElroy, in
a letter from Clinton, writes: "For six
years, I was a sufferer from female
troubles. I could not eat, and could
not stand on my feet, without suffering
great pain. Three of the best doctors
In the state eald I was In a critical
condition, and going down hill. I lost
hope. After using Cardul a week, 1
began to improve. Now I feel better
than in six years." Fifty years of success, in actual practice, Is positive
proof that Cardul can always be relied
on, for relieving female weakness and
disease. Why not test it for yourself?
Sold by all druggists.
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Continental Oil Company

FERINQ

I
I

Mada willi I. 2 and
burnert. with
tarqooa bltM aaamajed ctuamrrv
Handaomelr uahed throughout, Tha
2- - od 3 burner riomcia bahad with or
without a cabinat top, which a load with
drop ahahrea, towel rack, ata.
Dealer, evarrwhera i or writ (area.
acnritrra circular to tha i
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thanks to

Cook-itov- e.

or

TACOMA,

WASH.

For the Round Trip

Via Denver and
Salt Lake

or Denver and
1

Tickets on Sale June 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22
FINAL
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ARE FIRST CLASS
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Billings

$55.50

FOR STOPOVERS IN EITHER DIRECTION

Further Particulars Cheerfully Given at Ticket Office.
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CHANGE

FOIi THE 1JETTEH

While tie volume of trade last
week was not noticeably enlarged.
the business sentiment shown in all
quarters was of a character to Justify
the prediction that a change for the
better is present or impending. Trans
actions evidenced a buoyancy hitherto lacking, and confidence was unThe excelldoubtedly strengthened.
ent crop situation had much to do
with this betterment, of course, the
decision of the Supreme Court of the
United States in - the Standard Oil
company's case, and the reception of
that pronouncement by the world of
trade and finance, were the chief
factors in giving commerce and in
vestment an upward turn. Nothing
could have demonstrated more convincingly the unreliable, not to say
artificial character of American business, generally speaking, than the
events of last week. Coincident with
the decision referred to, business men
and financiers faced their problems
with a changed countenance, and prepared to pursue their ventures from
a radically altered perspective. This
alteration was not merely facial; it
was, also, mental.
The uncertainty
that had gripped them as with bands
of steel for more than a year past,
making their visages long and sorrow- ml, warping their Judgment' and
straining their nervous systems almost to the breaking point, dissolved
into thin air with the promulgation
of Chief Justice White's opinion.
Smiling faces greeted this Jurist's
words, predictions of a revival and
plans for a vigorous prosecution of
trade were offered freely, and the
previous nervous debility was replac
ed by a buoyancy and elasticity that
spoke of a rejuvenated business
spirit. And way? We put the an
swer from us. Psychology may explain this change; we cannot. The
very thing that has come to pass
the decreed dissolution of a great
trust was what the business and financial world trembled even to apprehend, much less to consider as a
certainty. In the face of such a pos-'biiity it was palsied. Yet, when
the blow fell, the air was filled with
rejoicings and declarations that the
ship of trade and finance was on an
even keel once more, the winds were
favorable, and the port of Prosperity
(with a capital P) was in sight.

ly everybody I
ply laughed at

TRANSFORMATION

cross-examine-

d

sim

the .suggestion of a

revolution. Cuba has found in President Gomes a ruk he knows," likes
and respects, a shrewd engaging man
of the people who thoroughly under
stands his countrymen, whd has surrounded himself with strong and able
advisers, and who will stamp with
both feet on the slightest attempt at
insurrection. One hears, of course, a
great deal of talk about corruption
and graft; Havana, Indeed, talks of
little else. But when one remembers
what Cuba's past has been,' how absolute is her political experience, and
'
how ingrained is ''the disposition of
the Cuban people 16 suspect their
rulers and to take it tor granted that
every franchise and concession represents . bribery In some form and
that every politician is feathering
his own nest, I cannot say that either
the gossip of the streets and cafes or
the amount of foundation that it possessed in fact, at all surprised me.
"It is absurd to expect from Cuba,
In her present stage of development,
the same political methods and principals that one looks for, without,
however, always finding, in Engl'sh-speakin- g
Such a test Is
countries.
much too severe. Judged in the light
of her past and by comparison with
countries,
other Spanish-AmericaJudged, that is to say, by the only
standards that are really appllcablo
to her case, Cubans making a valorous effort to keep a decent, progres
republic In bein1?.
sive,
The task is an extremely difficult
one but I am very far from despairing of Its success. Indeed the moet
gratifying result of a tour of observation through ' the Island today is
that It leaves one seeing no definite
reason why the United States should
ever again be troubled with Cuba's
affairs."
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KIDNAPERS SENTENCED
(Continued From Page One)
fallen by the wayside, who Is extended
another opportunity, a second oppor
tunity, a second chance, to become
goodv citizen and to enjoy the liberty
enjoyecl'bv his .fellow men, but who
will not accept It, Is not entitled to
very much consideration at the hands
of society. Nevertheless when you
have served your sentence, I trust
that you wllj return again to the
walks of life and lead an honest and
upright life, and if the warning which
you have now received is not suffi
cient, you must remember that every
time you violate the law you will be
punched. If you prefer to be kept
in confinement, you have but to transgress the law and your wish will be
gratified. If, on the other hand, you
desire to enjoy the liberty which Is
accorded to your fellow-meto be
out In the open, and breathe God's
pure fresh air, you must understand
that you must not tranBgress the law,
Deeause the law is supreme, and If
you violate it, punishment is sure to

ed guilty. They were sent back to
jtill where they will await sentence.
The indictment against Kelly and
Crawford was returned during the
afternoon. The men have been in
the county Jail awaiting the action of
the grand Jury Blnce their arrest two
days after the burglary.
Kelly and Crawford, who were following the Leonard Carnival company,
began operations immediately upon
their arrival In Las Vegas, robbing the
store on the opening night of the carnival. Chief of Police Ben Coles succeeded In recovering the clothing and
jewelry stolen by the negroes, together with a quantity stolen from a store
In Albuqeurque. Kelly and Crawford,
after some persuasion, admitted their

.
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The civil service commission and
the postoffice department have adopted a general, policy for the filling of
vacancies In the positions of assistant
postmaster In the various offices
throughout the country. Postmaster
F. O. Blood has received a letter from
C. L. Snyder, secretary of the Twelfth
civil service district with headquarters
In San Francisco, which explains the
system. The portion of the letter referring to the new policy is as follows:
"Tbe department has advised the
commission that Its policy In filling
tbse positions will be to fill them by
transfer or promotion within the service whenever that is possible. When
this cannot be done they will be filled
as the result of an examination which
shall be the same as that given for
clerical positions In the postoffice ser
vice. Tbe commission has approved
this method in filling vacancies In thlB
class of positions and vacancies which
arise in this distrct will be dsposed
of accordingly."
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Steel Bed, ask for No. 1335.
$6.25 lor Child's Vernig Martin
Iron Crib, she 24x48 laches, with
high Bides well built and substan-

tial

BRIBERY ON TRIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
GEORGE
NYE OF PIKE COUNTY, OHIO,
FACES JURY

SPECIAL

We will glady meet all Catalogue
House Competition, bring In a leaflet showing the article wanted and
WE WILL DUPWCATE
THEIR,
PRICE .3 on any item In our line,
saving you drayage, letter writing,,
delay and money orders. Let us
show you facts and figures, the
same aa we have done In dozens
of cases,

B.

Columbus, O., May 23. Represen
tative George B. Nye of Pike county,
was placed on trial today before Judge
Kinkald in the criminal court, on the
bharge of soliciting a bribe of $500
from State Printer Edward A. Crawford to vote for the Kimbel bill, which
"Miss Oldum to anxious to marry. reapportioned the common pleas Judicial districts. The bill, it Is said, was
and has money to burn."
aimed at Judge A. Z. Blair of Scioto
she
found
a
match!"
hasn't
"Funny
county, who was instrumental In exposing the wholesale frauds and vote
NOT GUILTY.
buying in Adams and Scioto counties.
Nye Is the first of the half dozen or
more members of the Ohio state legislature to be placed on trial.
DUMB CHILLS AND FEVER
years
Douglaavllle, Tex. "Five
ago, I was caught in the rain at the
wrong time," writes Miss Edna Ruth
from
erford,- of Douglasvllle, "and
that time, was taken with dumb
oh Ills and fever, and Buffered more
than I can tell. I tried everything
that I thought would help, and had
four different doctors, but got no re. Jt
... Bill
I I
..A A jvui
vvunit uu HnH
iru lief, so I began to take Cardul. Now
jviuuuuu
j
mean by Jamming your umbrella la I feel better than In many months."
my eye?"
Cardul does one thing, and does It
"Don't get excited, my friend. This
well. That'a the secret of Us 60
ain't my umbrella. I borrowed It"
years of success. Aa a tonlo, there
Is nothing in the drugstore like It
DODGING.
As a remedy for women's Ills, it has
no equal. Try lt Price $1.

Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was
bothered with kidney trouble for many
years. "I was persuaded to try Fol-leKidney Remedy, and before taking It three days I could feel Its beneficial effects. The pain left my back,
my kidney action cleared up, and I
am so much better. I do not hesitate
Foley Kidney RemHer What did you mean by saying tb recommend
O. O. Scahefer and Red Cross
leave edy." Co.
that tbe march of years might
'
Drug
me In a pretty pickle?
Him What other kind of pickle
For soreness of the muscles whethcould you be In?
er Induced by violent exercise or
Chamberlain's Liniment is exTony Faust draught beer Is on tap cellent. ThlB liniment Is also highly
at the Opera Bar, and Is one of the esteemed for the relief It affords In
Sold by all drugfinest draught beers aerved over any cases of rheumatism.
'
gists.
bar in the city.
y

NOTICE

THE

ROSENTHAL
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
East Las Vegas, N. fl.
TO PROMOTE

GOOD ROADS.

Birmingham, Ala., May 23. What
la declared to be the largest and
most representative gathering ever
assembled to promote the good roads
cause In America met In thla city today and began a three days' session.
The oocasion Is the fourth annual
meeting of the National Good Roadf
congress, which has branch organizations In nearly every state and
territory. Governors of several states
have headed their delegations to the
present convention, while many con
gressmen, senators, mayors of cities,
directors of public worka and others
Interested in the crusade for good
roads are In attendance.

Flrch'a Golden Wedding Rye, aged
the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of eoune.
In

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar..

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimate Furnished on All Kind of
Building job Work a Specialty.
Opposite Optlo.
Phone Main 836.

an MiguelNational Bank
OapHml Pmld M

$100,000.00

Lds Vtyas

J. M.

CUNNINOHAM,

Preildcnt,

PRANK ai'RINOCR, VfcPrMldnt,
D. T. HOSKINS, Cuthl.r,:

Murplum

tae,ooo.oo

-

Pittsburg

New York

Sold

-

DEPARTMENT
CHANGE IN METHOD
OF FILLING VACANCIES

SOLON ACCUSED OF

VAL-MOR-

the

'

d

.

Always

POSTOFFICE
REV. WM. D. GRANT PUTS UP VIG
OROUS DEFENSE BEFORE
CHURCH ASSEMBLY

Atlantic City, May
Tbe Rer.
William D. Grant, of Northumberland,
yesterday, Pa., who is accused of heresy, today
of the declared willingness of the
appeared before the judicial commitAmerican government to enter Into tee of the
Presbyterian general asnegotiations with Germany for a gen- sembly.
eral arbitration treaty on lines simiHe denied that he is unorthodox
lar to the proposition submitted by in his views and attempted to justify
the United States to Great Britain and his broad
conception of God, Christ
The German government, and the miracles
France.
by quoting from
the statement says, "has received the sermons
by Rev. Charles
preached
announcement with interest."
Little of Wabash, Ind., moderator of
last year's assembly, and from ser
BIDS FOR CANAL BONDS
mons from Dr. Jowett, the minister
Washington, May 23. Bids for the who was brought from England to fill
$50,000,000 issue of 3 per cent Panathe pulpit of the Fifth Avenue Presma bonds are arriving at the treasbyterian church. New York.
ury. AH bids will be opened on
According to Dr. Grant, both these
June 17. Fake bids from
in sermons during the
clergymen,
practical jokers making ridiculous of- present session of the assembly,
fers are also being received. Treasto the broader conception of
ury officials believe the popular bids
now prevalent, which was
theology
have not had time to come in yet
the
giving
people a beter and clearer
and expect a great quantity of them.
of the Diety.
understanding
Estimates of the probable average
price of the issue now center around
STRANGE.
100.

The officers in Albuquerque had
sufficient evidence to convict the
CLAIM FOR DAMAGES
negroes of burglary. Should the men
, Six Weeks, June 5 to
not have pleaded guilty here or have
,
July 14
been acquitted they would have been JOSE
NATURALIZED
RINALDO,
held at the disposal of the Bernalillo
MEXICAN
ALLEGES
Offered:
CITIZEN,
Principal Subjects
county officials.
HIM
ROBBED
FEDERALS
Manuel Aragon and Tomas Aragon
General History, English
yesterday afternoon pleaded guilty
Literature, Physics,
to killing
cow. When arraigned Sat
Washington, May 23. Jose Rinaldo,
Chemistry, Zoology,
urday evening they pleaded not gull- a naturalized citizen of the United
ty, not changing their plea until the Slates, has filed with the state deClassics, .Modern
case had gone to trial and most of the partment a claim for J4.00D damages,
CourLanguages, Special
evidence had been given.
for property alleged to have been tak-- e
ses for High School '
This morning Canuto Romero, who
i by Mexican federal troops at Agua
Instructors. Vocal and
is charged with assault upon the Prieta across the line from Douglas,
Instrumental Music.
dwelling of Juan Montoya on the Ariz. Rinaldo complains that the fed
West side on the evening of Janu eral troops, claiming that he was a
ary 3, last, was placed on trial. The sympathizer with the insurrectos, en
evidence of Montoya and his wife was tered hlB place on April 15th, took all
Fee for the Course
to the effect that a woman named his provisions and destroyed his furnl
Five Dollars
Martinez came to their home on the ture.
night of January 3. She said that
. Exclusive of Laboratory Fees
follow."
she was being followed by Canuto
TEXAS WOMAN NEAR DEATH
When the court had finished his sen Romero. Soon after her arrival Ro
Wills
Point, Tex. In a letter from
tence and lecture to Wlseins. the mero came to the door.
Mrs. Victoria Stallings
Wills
Point,
refused
convicted man, who evidently had not
admittance,
Upon being
Circular of Information on
I was aimcted witn womaniy
the says:
down
Romero
to
break
received
or
attempted
the
full
ef
apreclated
application to the Registrar
a dreadful cough, and
fect of the remarks, said :
"Excuse door and succeeded in breaking the troubles, had
of the University.
awful
suffered
pains. I certainly,
man
the
lock.
away.
After
ordering
me, Your Honor, I did not understand
I had not been rethe sentence correctly. Would you Montoya wlzed his gun and fired would have died, It
am
through the tloor. One of tho"buUet lieved by taking Cardul. Mow I than
please repeat it?"
and In better health
stronger,
a
inflicted
and
Romero
pain
struck
Judge Roberts then told him the
ever was In my life. I can't say
minimum was seven years and the ful but not a dangerous wound. The
GIVES COTTAGE
on half enough for this great medicine."
on
woman
Martinez
placed
being
was
twelve years. Wiggins
maximum
the stand, admitted that she had been Do you need relief? Try Cardul for
thanked, the court.
Its long rec
living with Romero for about a year your womanly troubles.
' Sentences a
Surprise.
Is
use
guaran
successful
of
your
with
TO SANATORIUM
ord
relation
off
broken
her
had
Because of the absence from the but,
him some time before the assault tee. Thousands of ladles have been
statute books ' of New Mexico of a on
the Montoya home. She said Ro helped to health and happiness by
law fixing a penalty for kidnaping mero had been
HAND
MAKES
ST. LOUIS WOMAN
calling on her dur- Cardul. It will surely help you. Try
was expected that the court would
it
bottle today.
she had gone to
and
SOME DONATION TO
ing the evening
give both Rogers and Wiggins the the home of Montoya to avoid mm
HEALTH RESORT
limit. In some states the crime of
Testimony in the case was still be
kidnaping has been punished by life
was
ing heard at noon when a reeesa
Mrs. Henry L. Boecker of St. Louis, imprisonment.
Possibly had a kid taken for dinner.
See These Stunning
In New Mexico the
Mo., has given to the Valmora Indus naping law existed
At noon the grand jury brought In
been
minimum sentence would have
six true bills and one no true dui.
trial sanatorium at Watrous a hand
as high or higher than twelve
placed
of the persona indicted are
Several
some cottage built for occupancy by
years, the maximum given Wiggins not in custody and their names were
and
son
two people. Mrs. Boecker's
and Rogers.
not made public. The grand Jury, It
are at present stop
daughter-in-laIt is the opinion of attorneys that is understood, will be ready to bring
Dr. W, T. each of the men, unless pardoned by in its final report tomorrow. It is
ping at the sanatorium.
nmwn suierintendent of the Instl the goymor. .will be obliged to serve believed that court will be adjourned
hia entire mfnfnptn sentence,, aa the
Several ar
25c
Men's Leather Belts
tution, has returned from Chicago, law does not permit or a paroie un borne time tomorroAv.
this after
were
expected
Standard Shelf Paper, pkg.... 6c
where he attended the annual meet til that has beeh served. After the raignments
noon.
15c
25c Japanese Wind Bells
Ing of the stockholders and direc expiration of th .minimum sentence
Yesterday afternoon M. Apodaca
he
If
ma
decided
y
the
was
25c
paroled.
It
Food
jbe
prisoner
Chick
this
5 lbs. Hoyt'a
meeting
tors. At
pleaded guilty to the charge of steal
25c
to Watrous to behaves himself well during the six ing horses and cattle and Jose Perea
fL committee
3 cans Green Chili
months following hia parole he may
cat
of
the
to
larceny
visit the sanatorium and make recomguilty
5 rolls Waxed Butter Papers... 25c
pleaded
be given absolute liberty.
tle.
mendations concerning additions and
3 rolls 1000 sheets Toilet Paper 25c
Attorney, for Wiggins state that
improveemnts which are to be added
case
to
his
will appeal
CURTAIN STRETCHERS TO
in order to double the present capa they probablycourt.
In the Wake of the Measlea
the supreme
sanatorium
RENT
the
Brown
says
city. Dr.
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer,
1
f.ittiA Rock. Ark., had the measles,
now filled to Its entire capacity
C Bars Nanhtha Laundry Soap.. 25c
The result was a severe cough which
more room is needed.
ar-erew worse and he could not Sleep,
Tents to Rent or For Sale
She says: "One bottle of Foley's
BASEBALL SCORES
completely
Honey and Tar Compound
A full line of Royal Society Floss
4- YESTERDAY'8 RESULT8
mired him aid he has never been
To (Set
whooping
bothered since." Croup,
4Richardson's 8llk In Grecian Floss.
much, measles, cough all yield to Fol
The
Bv'a Honev and Tar Compound.
Effects;
3 Men'a and Boys' Linen Collars 25c
algenuine Is in the yellow package G,
National League
25c
O.
6 lbs. Dandelion Killer
R. H. E. ways. Refuse substitutes.
Score:
Red Crosg Drug Co.
Genuine
and
Schaefer
60c
75c 8pray Pumps..1 6 1
Buy
-

"HODGES"
Fibre Rujjs and

UNDER CIVIL SERVICE

HERESY CHARGES

AMERICAN PUTS IN

guilt.

DEPUTY POSTMASTER

PREACHERCOMBATS

CRAWFORD

afterWhen arraigned yesterday
noon in the district court on the charge
of burglary, Charles Crawford and
Joseph Kelly, the two negroes who
robbed the store of M. Greenberger
early In the morning of May 1, plead-

Mexico.
T. P. Sheehan of St. Paul, Minn.,
who had been here visiting his sisters, Mrs. E. E. Johnson and Mrs. V.
Wolfe, left this afternoon for Cripple Creek, Colo., where he will appear aa an attorney In a big criminal trial. He will go from Cripple

.Albuqoerque, N. M.

i

ARBITRATION TREATY

Berlin, Mai 23. The Wolff teleJOS- AND
bureau, in an offilcal stategraph
EPH KELLY OFFER NO DE-- "
ment Issued today, confirms the anFENSE WHEN ARRAIGNED
nouncement published here

this after- CHARLES
trip tfi - the

southern part of the terriory.
H. N. Grausaxth will leave this
evening on a business trip to Kansas
Wagon Mound on a trip for Gross-Kell- y
and company.
George Marsh of Santa Fe, a government surveyor, was here a short
time today, on his way home from a
trip to the northeastern part of New

New Hexico

1

BURGLARY

Creek to his home. During his stay
here Mr. Sheehan made many friends
among the local attorneys.

University of

Summer Scbool

NEGRO CROOKS

R.I1
3 10
17

i

E. gists.

..;.0

25c Rope

Pins......
Duster....

Clothes
Manila

Crepe Paper, per roll
4 Hair Nets

25c

Wood Chopping Bowls
3 lbs. 8unflower Seed

25c

10o

Interest P&ld on Time Deposits

6c
10c
6c

Dollars Grow

15c

8lberlan Millet Seeds.... 25c
$3.00 Boblnnett Lace Curtains $1.99
3 pkgs. Vermicelli or Macaroni. 25c
8lan Painters-Musliper yd.. 10c

very rapidly If you place them to your credit tiere
We pay 3 per cent interest on all of

6 lbs.

at our bank.

I

Our Savings Accounts.

--

n,

1

Foley Kidney Pills take hold of your
and
you to rid yourself of
system
R.H B. von drateirhelpbackache, dun neao
tch, Nervousness, Impaired eyesight,
..i,.2 9'1
4V; 2 and of. all the Ms resulting from the
and
R. H. E. impaired action of your ktdneya Kidis
it
Remember
bladder.
Foley
7 18 1 ney Pills that do this.
O. G. Schae
..,..3 6 3 fer and Red Cross Drug Co. ;

.....9

3 doz Wood

;

1

5, 10 and 25c Store
OPPOSITE THB
WELLS-FAROCO. OFFICE

illP-l-

'

Why not provide for the future by making: your
start now? We solicit the accounts of those who
"" seek a repository for their money where safety is
fully assured.

.,,;','

l

:

.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY, MAY 23, 191 1
CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON
Office
Territory of New Mexico.
of the Secretary.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the Territory of New Mexico, do herebv certify that there was filed for record in
this office at Ten o'clock A. M., on
the Nineteenth day of May, A. D.
1911; Articles of Incorporation of Los
Farms Company, Number
Alamos
6799, and also that I have compared
the following copy of the same with
the original thereof now on file, and
declare it to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Give under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
at the City or Santa Fe, the Capital,
on this Nineteenth day of May, A. D.

U?e Optic

mot

I

COLUMN

2

mm

tarn

Estray Advertisement
Notice to hereby given to whom tt
may concern that the following de- cribed estray animal was taken up by
El am & Lane less, Estancla, N. M.
To wit: One red sorrel mare, 13
year-- : old, biased faced 14 H hands
high.

Branded
A
On right hip
Branded
On right shoulder
Branded
On left hip
El
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 6, 1911, said date being 10
daye after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, '11.

m

THE LOBBY

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY AND
CHAPMAN

LODGE
A. M.

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

BUSINESS

NO. 2, A. F. &
Regular com- -

mumcauon html uiu
Thursday in eacn
X
month. Visiting broth,
ers cordially invited.
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.
'

LAS VEGAS COMMANOERY, NO. 2,
NATHAN
JAFFA,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
(Seal)
ular conclave second
Secretary of New Mexico.
Articles of Incorporation of The Los
day in each month at Ma
'
Alamos Farms Company
sonic
at 7:30 p. m. C.
Advertisement
Temple
Estray
Optic' Number, Main 2.
Nnftrfi in hrphr riven tn whnm it
S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
We, the undersigned, citizens of .ae
I'nited States of America, do hereby mav conenrn thai the follnwtnp rl it-- corder.
was
Scribed
up by
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVERassociate ourselves into a corporation C. is. estray animal N. taken
M.
senxoeaer,
Starr
TISEMENTS
LAS
VEGAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
under and by virtue of the laws of
t:
One bay horse 9 years old.
cents per line each Insertion. the Territory of New Mexico, and for
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Estimate six ordinary words to a that purpose do hereby adopt the fol- 6 feet 7 'nches high, weight 750 lbs.
convocation first Monday
Branded
line. No ad to occupy less space than
in each month at Malowing Articles of Incorporation:
On right hip
two lines. All advertisements charg-s- d
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
Article I.
Branded
will be booked at space actually
m. J. A Rutledge, H.
Name. The name of this corporaOn left hip
set, without regard to number of tion Is the LOS ALAMOS FARMS
P.; Chas. H- - Sporleder,
words. Cash In advance preferred. COMPANY.
Said animal being unknown to thi. secretary.
Board, unless claimed by owner on o.
Article II.
laii.saic date being 10 RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Place of Bus'ness and Agent. The oeiorejunfib,
days after last appearance of this au
S. Meets second and fourth Thurslocation of the principal office of the vertlsement. said estrav will ha ksm
days In Masonic Temple.. Mrs.
WANTED A light delivery wagon or corporation Is 602 Douglas Avenue, by this Board for the benefit
of tlii
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
runabout for single horse. Call 1203 in the City of Las Vegas, San Miguel owner when found.
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
CATTLE
SANITARY
Eleventh street.
BOARD.
name
New
and
the
Mexico,
County,
Albuniiivrnnn 1M M
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
of the agent therein and in charge First pub. May 16. last pub. May 26, 11.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
iV? ANTED Cattle and horses to
pas- thereof and
whom
upon
process
ture. Plenty of grass and water.
against this corporation may be servEstray Advertisement
EL
NO
LODGE
DORADO
1,
Close in. Ackerman dairy.
ed is JAMES H. STEARNS.
Notice Is herebv elven n whnm i
PYTHIAS
KNIGHTS
OF
Meets
may qoncern that the following deArticle III.
WANTED Teachers for schools. Ad
estray animal waa taken im h
Business The objects for which scribed
every Monday evedre3s D. T. Baldwin, San Antonio. this corporation is formed are tt M. G. Keeaan, Springer, N. M.
ning In Castle hall.
191L

mlsi
Ivs

Texas.

and
use, mortgage,
deal in lands 'and
generally
real estate wherever situated and
to survey,
plat and
Improve the same for purposes ot
sale or otherwise; to acquire by purchase, appropriations or otherwise;
ot
water rights for the irrigation
land and other lawful purposes; to
cultivate, farm, improve and otherwise use real estate of every character; to own, buy, sell, and generally
to deal In live stock and personal
property of all kinds; to purchase,
hold, sell, assign, transfer, mortgage,
pledge, or otherwise dispose of the
shares of the capital stock of any other
corporation and while the owner
of such stock to exercise all rights,
power and privileges of ownership, including the right to vote thereon..
Article IV.
Capital Stock. The amount of the
total authorized capital stock of the
corporation Is FIFTY THOUSAND
DOLLARS (150,000) divided Into five
hundred shares of the par value of
one hundred dollars ($100) each.
Article V.
Names, Addresses and Shares of In
corporators. The names and postof-ficaddresses of the Incorporators and
the number of shares subscribed by
each, the aggregate of which is Three
Thousand ($3000) that being the
amount of capital stock with which
the corporation will commence business, are:
James H. Stearns, East Las Ve
own,

WANTED

A first class

Inqrire Mrs. Ward,

902

Jersey

sub-divid- e,

seamstress.
Third St.

For Sale
FOR SALE Pigeons. Call

910

FOR SALE The Antlers saloon, at
invoice price. Address Box 331,
East Laa Vegas, N. M. '
FOR SALE

Seed potatoes, one
Hereford bull. Phone

four-year-o- ld

Main 454
FOR 8 ALES

Legal blanks of all de

scription. Notary, seals and
ord a at The; Optlo office.

rec

FOR 8A LE Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Money
must axmpany order. Mrs. Mag
gie B. Stevens. Humboldt, Kan, R 2.

For Rent

e

FOR
RENT Five-roomodern
house. Inquire 825 Third street.

Lost

LOST 1 pair of gold rim spectacles
m case between 916 National and
Laa Vegas hospital. Return to Op-ti- ga3, N.
o

Estray Advertisement
Notice 1b hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
A. H. Lons, Cuervo, N. M.
One dun hotse, 8 years old, weight
r.00 lbs.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 14, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE

SANITARY

BOARD.

Albuquerque, N.
First pub. May 23, last pub. June

M.
2, '11.

LOCAL TIME CARD
WEST BOUND
Arrive
No. 1
No. 8

1:50 P.M.
6:15 A.M.
6:15 P. M.
6:35 P. M.

7

No. 9

Depart
1
8
7
9

2:10 P. M.
6:20 A. M.
6:40 P. M.
7:00 P. M.

........
EA8T BOUND
Arrive

...
...

No. 2
No. 4
No. 8
No. 10

9:10 P. M.
11:10 P. M.
1:16 A. M.
1:45 P. M.

No. 10

shares;

$2800.

J. Leahy, East Las Vegas,
N. M., 1 share; $100.
Stephen B. Davis, Jr., East Las Ve
gas, N. M.,

1

share;

$100.

Article VI.
Term. The term for which this cor
poration is to exist is fifty (50) years.
In Witness Whereof we have here
unto set our Sands and seals this
17th day of May, A. D. 1911.
(Signed)
JAMES H. STEARNS
(Seal)
STEPHEN B. DAVIS, JR., (Seal)
DAVID J. LEAHY,
(Seal)
Territory of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel, ss.
On this 17th day of May, A. D. 1911,
before me, the undersigned, a Notary
Public, in and for 'the above Countj
and Territory, personally appeared
James H. Stearns, David J. Leahy and
Stephen B. Davis, Jr., to be personally known to be the same persons
whose names are subscribed to the
foregoing instrument and who signed
the same, and each for himself, and
not one for the other, acknowledged
that he signed,' sealed and executed
the same as his free act and deed.
Witness my hand and Notarial Seal
the day and year in this certificate
first above written.
H. W. CLARK,
(Signed)
(Seal)
Notary Public.
My Commission expires Aug. 20, 1914
Endorsed: No. 6799, Cor. Rec'd,
Vol. 6, Page 109, Articles of Incorpora
tion of Los Alamos Farms Company,
Filed in Office of Secretary of Ne
Mexico, May 19, 1911: 10 A. M. Nathaj
Jaffa, Secretary. Compared C. F. K.
to M. H.

Towit: One bay horse, weieht
Visiting Knights are
about 950 lbs., 6 years old.
Branded
Invited.
cordially
Ew
Chas. E. Liebsch-nie- r.
On left hip
Chancellor
Said animal beinz unknown tn th
Commander. Harry
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
ueiore june e.iaii, said date being 10
Martin, Keeper of
.
Records and Seal.
days after last mwamnm ntthu
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
uj uujB rroara lor me benefit of the BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
owner when found.
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
and third Wednesdays of each
AlbiimiArmia M m
First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, "'11.
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
hall. A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W.
Estray Advertisement
Secretary. Visiting memNotice is hereby given to whnm
bers cordially invited.
may concern that the following
scribed estray animal was taken up by
NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
juan weicjii, Tucumcari, N. M.
102 Meets every Monday night at
One mare.
their hall in the Schmidt building,
Branded
west of Fountain Square, at eight
On left shoulder
o'clock. Visiting members are corBranded
dially welcome. E. E. Gehrlng, presiOn left thigh
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, SecreSaid animal being unknown to this
C. Bally, Treasurer.
tary;
loard, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 6, 1911, said date being 10
days after last aDbeaxance of this ad. J. E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 645,
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuesvertlsement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of th
day of the month In the vestry
owner when found.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Albuauernue. N. M
Isaac Appel,
First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, '11.
cordially invited.
President; Charles Greenclay,
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood hall the sleep of the fourth
Rocky Mountain Supply Co. Koehler,
N. M.
Thursday of each month, eighth
thirtieth breath. Visiting
run,
One brown horse 9 or 10
about
years old,
Hhands high, weight
about 650 lbs
Estray Advertisement
Branded
Notice U hereby given to whom it
On right shoulder
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Brande-- i
C. E. Stapp Mesilla Park, N. M.
.
On
h!n
One black pony, about 58
Said animal being unknown to this inches higit.
Board, .unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
before June 6, 1911, said date being 10
F
On
lef jaw
addays after last appeoran.ee of this
On left shoulder
vertisement, eald estray will be sold
FX
by this Board for the benefit of tln
Branded
owner when found.
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M. Board, unless claimed by owner on or
First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, "11. before June t, lail, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Estray Advertisement
by this Board for the benefit of the
Notice is hereby given to whom i' owner
when found.
may concern that the following do
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Albuquerque, N. M.
M. G. Keenan. Springer, N. M.
First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, '11.
On blue gray horse.
Branded
PS
Estray Advertisement
On rtirht
o
- hln
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Branded
nay concern that the following
estray animal was taken up by
.On left hip
Said animal being' unknown to this M. G. Keenan. Springer, N. M.
One gray mare.
Board, unlese claimed by owner on or
On right hip
before June 6, 1911, said date being 10
Branded
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
Branded ,
by this Board for the benefit of the
On left hip
owner when found.
Said
animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M. Board, unless claimed by owner on or
First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, '11. before June 6, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
Estray Advertisement
by this Board for the benefit of the
Notice la hereby given to whom it owner
when found.
may concern that the following deCATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Albuquerque, N. M.
J. A Beal, Doming, N. M. :
First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, '11.
One dark bay mare.
I
On right hip
Estray Advertisement
J
Branded
Notice ta hereby given to whom It
Said animal being unknown to this may concern that the following deBoard, unless claimed by owner on or scribed estray animal was taken up by
before June 6, 1911, said, dute being 10 H. L Pride, Buchanan, N. M.
On! 3 year old bay colt.
daye after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
Branded
by this Board for the benefit of the
OH
On left Mp
owner when found.
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. May 16, test pub. May 26, '11. before June 6, 1911, said date being 10
'

brothers always welcome to the
wigwam. W. O. Wood, sachem;
David Flint, chief of records and
collector of wampum.
ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
Brothers are cordially Invited. O.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D W.
Condon, Secretary

To-wi- t:
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To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:
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To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:
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9:15 P. M.
11:20 P. M,
1:25 A. M.
1:10 P.M.

Now Is the time to get rid of your
rheumatism. You will find Chamberlain's Llnime.it wonderfully effective.
One application will convince you of
its merit. Try it. For Bale by all
druggists.

,

rn

DAILY OPTIG

B. P. O.

Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month, at Fraternal Brotherhood halL Visiting
Brothers cordially Invited to attend.
B. F. McGuire, President; E. C.
Ward, Secretary.

t

F. O. E.

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
Thursday In O. R. C. hall, Pioneer

0

qJJ

building. Visiting members are cor.
dlally Invited. W. R. Tipton, Q. K-- ;
E. P. Mackel,X S.
I. O. O. F LAS VEGA8
1. Meets every

LODGE NO.

Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting brethren cordially invited to attend. Carl Carl WerU, N. O.; A
T. Rogers, V.' G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
C- - V.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
8 VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA

LA

Meets the second and fourth Fri
days of each month in the W. O
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
Clay, Venerable
Consul; George
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
assistant deputy.- Visiting Neigh
bors are cordially Invited.

DEPARTMENT

-

DENTISTS.
F. R. LORD

is fully prepared' to handle
Job Printing of every kind

DENTIST
Office Pioneer Building
Rooms 3 and 4
Office

Phone Main 67
Phone Main 41S

Residence

CORRECT

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

Depart
No-- 2
No. 4
No. 8

M., 28

David

office.

No.
No.
No.
No.

hold,

to

WANTED To buy a fresh
cow. Call Olive 6582.

Jlo.

DIRECTORY

To-wi-

Wanted

THE

HANDLED

PRIIIIC

IS All

ART

DENTIST
Crockett Building. Has phones
at office and residence.
.

Suite

4,

ATTORNEYS
Chester A. Hunker
HUNKER 4 HUNKER
Attorneys at Law
Las Vegas
New Mexico
Geo.

H- -

Hunker

MASSAGE

There is a great difference
between "printing" and "correct printing." Our work is
"correct" in every detail.

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

Masseuse and Midwife
Residence Phone
Main 308
Massage Parlor Phone
Vegas 75
In Las Vegas Thursdays, Fridays
and Saturdays.
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
byvthis Board for, the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, '11
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
R. M. Warren, Corne, N. M.
One brown horse, 16 years
old, weight 1,000 lbs.
On left shnnlifar
To-wi-

We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assistance. Cost estimates will
be cheerfully furnished
whether or not an order
ensues. Prompt work is
assured.

Branded
On left hip '
Said animal being unknown to tin
Board, unless claimed by owner on ot
before June 6, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. May 18, last pub. May 26, '11.
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
concern
may
that the following d- scribed estray animal was taken up by
jjucbi anaovai, Kio rueblo, N. M.
One small horse.
On left hip
Branded
To-wi-

Said animal belne unknown tn thin
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Deiorejunoo, lan.said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be Bold
ay mis tsoara ior tne benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
First pub. May

Albuqerque, N. M.
last pub. May 26, '11.

16,

Sick headache results from a diunr.
dered condition of the stomach, and
can oo curea ny tne use or unamber-lain'- s
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Try
It. For sale by all druggists.

THE

c

SHI

CO.

Telephone Main. 2
onlin tious JldverUsitid
T S.?

T.maKcs your name familiar and
beatifies it with your business. Continuous-nevcr
turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not
lookinj?.
q If you adverse occasionally, somebody
else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.
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i Politics
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I Politicians.. I
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WASHINGTON

UNIQUE CITY

LAS VEGAS

the Capital Relates to the Government A City of Queef
Everything
Politics, Where Citizens Do Not Vote, Have Little "Pull"
and Bow to the Official According to Rank

SOME HEASOHS

in

1713 Y

7T HIS VICINITY has a clin ate of unsurpassed bealthfulness wlth-Tancia Murray, of the
Massachusetts district, is the
out extremes of heat or cold, having nearly S00 days of
YOU SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR TIIE OPTIC
youngest member of the national
sunshine In the year.
nouse of representatives.
Washington, May 23. The "Wash in it and it requires a courageous
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain
streams or from wells of not great depth. Republican organizations of Chica ington idea" Is a familiar term in spirit to stand against it,
Washington is a dependency of the
go have already started an active western politics as applied to govern
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly 19 Inches, average, occur
full Associated Press report is printed
wnuinugn 10 Becure the republican ment policies in the capital. The dis- United States and not a territory. Not
ring
principally in July and August
Is
the
itself
on
only
actional convention of 1912 for their tinction
city
dependent
day.
The soil is highly fertile ani easy of working, being generally
actually exists. Washington congress for
appropriations, but near-city.
of
loam
retentive
moisture.
especially
sandy
has Its own ideas as to the govern- ly everyone in the city is dependent
Judge J. E. Dodge of Milwaukee, for
presentation of daily happenings
Lands here are lower in price than we know of anywhere elio
on the government, either directly or
west
cannot
if
and
the
under
ment,
many years a Justice of the state suwhere conditions are equally good.
preme court, may be the next demo-cratl- o stand the Washington idea it may be Indirectly, for support. The govern
ment
one-ha- lf
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and forex
the
pays
operating
candidates for governor of Wis said with the same approach to 'acage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
penses of the city, and the other hall
goes into
EVERYTHING decent to
consin.
curacy that Washington is wholly un- is secured
la
practiced
Farming,"
to
successful
"Dry
be
a
scientifically,
But
tax.
proving
by
property
According to a statement issued able to understand the western view for publio improvements, the
here, a large area being under cultivation.
opening
from the headquarters of the socialist
An Irrigation system to cover many thousand arces surrounding
must
of
be
remembered
that
It
fire
streets,
point
protection and publlf
party, thirty-sicities of the United
the
city is now being constructed.
the
looks
to
safety
Then
unlike
other
is
city
congress.
any
city
States have elected socialist mayors Washington
i.
comes
Mining
developments in the adjacent mountains are showing np
the army of government em
in America. The people here do not
progressive merchants advertise in
since January 1.
values. Building stone of superior quality is quarried
very
In
promising
ployes
and
brigades,
regiments
columns.
vote. The politicians, a very great
College students In Ohio will not
nearby.
number of them, holding office by vir companies, with officers and private
The Pecos National Forest, which Is near, affords excellent grazlonger be permitted to vote in college tue
of their influence in politics "at in the rank, all of them asking for
towns unless they make oath that they
for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost Stock
paper and why
generally read
ing
from
the
something
government
Rep
citizenhome," but here they lose their
is
a
business.
expect to make their permanent resi
profitable
raising
you.
resentatives
and
senators
being the
ship so far as the right of suffrage
dence In those towns.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds in this National Forest
is concerned. They have no voice power that makes apropriatlons, they
with
its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
Two avowed candidates are In the In the
hold
the
a town can have is
best
position of prominence. Ev
live
municipal affairs of WashingBeautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are open
field to succeed Governor Donaghey of ton
courts
the
erybody
from
lawmakers,
or in the conduct of the business
all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
Arkansas. They are Congressman or tne District or Columbia. A
the headB of departments to the fifty
pro
Joe T. Robinson and Attorney Gener- test against the local government
dollar clerks. A congressman does not
al Hal Norwood of Mena.
INTERESTING events are cnronicled six
position in
limited to the constitutional right of occupy such a
week.
the
west.
His
constituents
feel at li
William J. Bryan and Alton B. Parletition," and it ought not to be diffi
ker are slated to deliver the leading cult for the west to figure out the ef berty to cuff his ears and make a
addresses at the big northwestern ficacy of a petition from citizens who rough house for him over his appointeditorial
COURAGE is a feature of
IN COMPETITION FDR THE OPTIC CUP
ments or his vote on legislative measdemocratic banquet to be held 'in St. have no vote.
the
Paul on June 1. .
The large percentage of the citizen- ures. But here in Washington
humblest among them Is exalted. The
Republicans of Kentucky will hold ship of Washington carried on the govtheir convention in Louisville on July ernment payrolls makes it Impossible heads of departments want liberal al- The Attack on the Sophomore Party last attack. New ammunition having
One Saturday afternoon, a group of arrived, our snarpsnooters
lay in
11 to name candidates for governor of course, that there should be any lowances; tne clerks of departments
were gathered in the Y. M. C. A. wait, and when the door opened, a
want
boys
and
in
increases
promotions
and otiher state officers to be voted great amount of "insurgent" sentiment
in Washington politics, and the busi- salaries. The congressman's troubles building discussing the party to be sharp fire was directed upon it This
fQr in November.
ness men, the newspaiwrs and the at home are forgotten within the Dis- given that evening by the Sopho- seemed to do some damage, for a
Both the prohibitionists and
commercial
Interests are all restrain trict of Columbia lines. No matter mores of the Normal University. Sud- stream of profanity poured' forth into
are predicting victor
how he got here, or whether he has a denly some one was struck with a the still night air and the door wa3
in the special election to be held in ed from revolt against the party in
of coming back again, he is brilliant idea. Why not kidnap the hastily closed. Our forces waited for
prospect
because
Washington's municipal
Texas In July, when the people will power
in
Washington as a congress- President of the class and demand a a renewal of the attack and soon the
Improvements and the development f accepted
vote on the question of state-wid- e
and enemy's artillery was seen coming to
a big man.
At ransom in the shape of
man,
and,
therefore,
the
city depend upon the friendship
prohibition.
home
he
an
office
have
furnished cake? This met with unanimous ap ward ns. Two shots were fired and
may
of
whatever
congress.
Therefore',
Governor Harmon of Ohio, now wide
desk and two proval and the plan was put into our lines broke and the men retreated
cr.mes to Washington In the matter of with a second-hanly spoken of for the democratic presi
in great disorder. Another
assault
broken
down
but
here he walks ojieration immedlatly.
chairs,
,
from
the
without,
dcntial nomination in 1912, during his political upheavals
In the evening, the conspir was made later in the night, in which
Later
on
marble
floors
and
an
has
office
alcan
be
capital
city
depended
upcn
recent visit to Washington was pro
covered with rich carpet and furnished ators again met, armed with eggs, we tried to draw the enemy into announced by statesmen to be a striking ways to be an "administration" town. with the best furniture
other fight. But this attempt was
manufactured and advanced toward the
"double" for
Aldrich of By education, environment and spe He has
Our scouts reported that not very decisive, for we only suc
and
"to
messengers
janitors
cial interest, wasnington is strong for
Rhode Island.
burn," and his requests to the depart- most of the boys were in the school ceeded in getting a small quantity of
The Jackson Democratic association the things that are.
e
into the fortress,
ments
are answered as hurry-ucalls. and a council was called to lay more
'
This may indicate why the counof Columbia, which reecntly celebrat
we hoped would cause discom
which
But
defenders
the
started
the
plans.
If
a
he has
committe
good
assign
so
hears
much
from
try
Washington
ed the eighty-thir- d
aninversary of its
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
or senator attack and we were ordered to com- fort Inside. After this we marched
10 the importance of "standing Ly ment the representative
"
formation, is the oldest political orga- a3
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
gets additional service. Back home mence the bombardment. Our am back into quarters and waited for the
the
would
administration..
hear
It
nization in the United States, with the
munition Boon gave out but firing final developments.
the same advice from this city if the he assures his constituents that the from
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someor tne scnooi was
the fort bad also ceased and our
single exception of Tammany Hall.
ine
serve
committee
him
assignment helps
administration were democratic
or
a
was
on
small
defense
but
William P. Sheffield, the successor
who
one
return
over
his
absent,
reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
only
peace
remaining
his district. But here in Washington
"of. ' the late General Charles P. Bray-"tor- t controlled by .the prosresslve repuhll it is' understood to mean
tures
were
bottle
of
Our
started.
Bearing
generals
of
hear
that
be
gets
your property unless it were advertised here.
cans. But Washington cannot imagine
wa wished the war to end, and in a verj
twa the Rhode Island member of the
a better office and has a higher posi- this weapon i In concealment,
most
extreme
in
calculations
its
(or
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
Republican National Committee, has lolitlcal revolution, that the adminis- tion in the government. An under- gained admittance Into the building short time the preliminaries of a d
When th
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
by a door on the south side, and were finite treaty were drawn.
of
been prominent in public affairs In
idea
of
the
Washington
standing
ever will be controlled by th
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
He tration
the
and of the temptation repulsed by a small force of the damage was done to the building by
Rhode Island for seventy years.
Democracy It recognizee to government
progressives.
enemy, but not until we had shot the our shells was repared, which cost ui
Idea
makes
it
with
sort, and musical instruments.
was a member of congress at the be as
that
go
along
an established order, but that
a
small
we
being
had
with
midst
and
Into
their
sum,
only
apolo
the
in
and
war
easier to understand why congressmen
ginning of the civil
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of ail
the insurgents should ever obtain pos
glzed to a colonel, who had been hil
lose interest in the stirring deadly effect.
OSs he served for one year in the
session of the government is boyond frequently
times
our
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
by
mlssils, a formal
Our leader thought a sally from the three
issues that disturb their own districts,
United States senate.
conservative idea of the capital.
announcement
was
our
of
markets!
ti'e
made.
to
best
peace
be
avenge
fort
made,
might
Politicians are inclined to attach The
are against the where the people regard the governprogressives
!E1
ment from a different viewpoint.
considerable significance to the dinner
that are and have been. They
things
so
no
well
worked
that
has
its
corporation
in
Washington
Everything
which William R. Hearst recently are not bound
WATERFAMINE
by the traditions thai
has attempted to have it declared other nearby states, the apple pie re
gave at his home in New York City. have long since become the code of order. There are circles in the social
unconstitutional.
Three men consti- gains its prestige in August, and
official
In.
circles
the
are
the
life as there
Prominent among the guests at
ethics In the politics and business of
(Continued on Page Two.)
tute the commission, one a statis- during all the months succeeding it
is
circle
But
the
life
of
Senators
every
were
States
city.
United
dinner
Washington. They have not proper ordered
tician, one a lawyer, and one a traf- holds its proud title as the biggest
according to Its relation ,to
O'Gorman of New York, La Follette
This beautiful fic expert. The law has been emulat- seller of all the 20,000,000 pies offor the rule of "seniority,"
of "its appointments.
respect
Even
the.
the
of
government.
depart
Chamberlain
Oregon,
of Wisconsin,
dismantled by separate ed in Pennsylvania, Iowa and several fered to the lunchtlme appetites of
or any of the sacred ideas that dhroud, ment
clerks maintain the distinction. home is to be
Borah of Idaho, Poindexter of Wash as the
of cloud by day and the
in its entirety. Parlor, li- - other atates, and was the basis of a the city people. Nowadays the facor
"pillar
"
piece
old
an
schoolmate
have
"I
and
here,"
ington and Newlands of Nevada,
pillar of fire by night," that mysteri- said a stranger in Washington, talk- Lrary, dining room in mahogany, oak, bill In the Illinois legislature which tory pie is the product of but a. few
Victor Murdock of ous
Representative
as
the
knows
leather and plush pieces; 9 bedrooms was defeated, but which seems like- moments as a rotary machine is used
thing Washington
ing to a government clerk. He told with
Kansas.
elegant brass beds, hair and box ly to reappear more potent than ever with a capacity of fourteen pies a
government.
where his old friend was to be found
The Colorado legislature has adin Washington government is and
For
mattresses,
mahogany, oak and birds-ey- when the new commission has re- minute. This machine does all of
"I
the government clerk replied:
journed without electing a successor sn institution. It is not a thin? to be
toilet tables and ported.
dressers,
maple
the rolling, places the cover on the
hunto the late Charles J. Hughes, Jr., handled by thu common herd or buf- know him. He is a twenty-fou- r
beautiful rugs, pictures,
Leads
chiffoniers;
Pie
Apple
pie in the pan, and pours in the
dred man." Inquiry revealed the fact
As a conseUnited States senator.
lace curtains, many
feted by an tmappreciative pros?. I" that the "twenty-fou- r
statuary,
drapes,
All that remains is to bake
fruit.
man"
hundred
The apple pie proudly leads the list
quence for the next two years' the is represented by the White House
table,
odd
library
elegant
rockers,
the
pies in batches of several hustate, whose legislature meets bien- at one end of Pennsylvania avenue received $2,400 a year. Therefore, he pedestals, and a fine piano, and many in a census taken in Chicago of the ndredand to eat them. To give the
a
moved In a different circle from that
of manially, though having practically
These same pie output which is put at 20,000,000 rich brown color to the upper crust
unit ttio hi? caitol that stands
who draw $1,200 a year, be other elegant pieces."
a 'year of which 3,000,000 are appies
the
complete democratic state administra- at the other end of the avenue. When of clerks
month
after
month,
ads. appear
a flash of extra heat is thrown into
tion and with an overwhelming dem- Washington takes a look at the im- ing twice as near the head of the 'special sales" and "sacirifce sales' ple pie. The census covered only the oven the moment the unbaked
addiwill
in
the
in
made
government.
bakeries,
pies
ocratic majority in the legislature,
are on continually.
1b rolled into it.
There are two
posing buildings containing the de
tion to which there are several mil- lot
be represented in the upper house of partments it sees the government.
out
Trust.
turn
20,000 pies
Power
which
Water
factories
s
near-piein
made
lion pies and
homes
ELECTION.
CONGRESSIONAL
congress by only one senator, Simon The officials who conduct the departThe elation ascribed to the Chicago and hotels. The
a day, and even at that never keep
to
23.
take
Much
interha3
apple
May
pie
Philadelphia,
Guggenheim, a republican.
ments, who preside at the head of the est is manifested in the special elec- 'power trust" by Governor Deneen as second place when strawberries are up with their orders.
refusal
Adkins'
various divisions, from no part of the tion in
of
result
Speaker
in season, for then the strawberry
progress In the Second con- i
in the Illinois house of representa- pie outsells it two to one. And then
Washington idea of what the govern
the
to
fill
district
Tony "Faust draught beer is on tap
today
gressional
bill comes
ment really is, save to regard them as
the cherry pie as favorite un- at the Opera Bar, and is one of the
caused by the death of Rep tives to call up the waterway
vacancy
Phone Main 357.
the
from
concern
things separate and apart
til the first of August. Thanks to finest draught beers served over any
resentative Joel Cook. William S. was tempered, it is said, by
es
the
ordained
to
by
and
created
common lot
the commijseion
the early apples from Michigan and bar in the city.
Reyiburn, son of Mayor Reyburn, is regarding
and report on the regulatablished order to direct within the the
investigate
demoThe
candidate.
republican
secret places of the government build cratic candidate is
tion of public utility corporations.
Henry Baur, a
The highest point of woman's
ih Hpstinv of the country as
There is some foreboding by the old
nora
moth
district
has
The
Pa is reached only through
of the govern young lawyer.
instruments
school corporation managers that the
vhosen
a
child
her
mal plurality of about 17,000, in
erhood, in the clasping ofmother-to-bI
e
ment."
public utility commission may prove
to
35,000.
from
30,000
of
total
within her arms. Yet the
MATINEE
poll
MATINEE
created a
westerner
Illinois
The
ordeal
legisla
A
nature's
of
brawny
fearful
big,
"progressive."
often
is
inciof
of
the
one
in
the
departments
powers
ture recently enlarged
near panic
and shrinks from the suffering
LAS VEGAS. NEW MEXICO.
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dent to its consummation. But for recently by asking to see "the boss, LOCAL FIRM WILL CONTINUE the railroad and warehouse commis
tJS
nature's ills and discomforts nature instead of asking for an audience
similar
authority
sion, giving it
VALUABLEAGENCY
Mother's
provides remedies, anda in
the state with that of the interstate
with the secretary. After waiting an
of
medicine
found
be
Friend is to
and this was
mother. hour for an interview he completed
O. G. Schaefer of this city have just commerce commission,
great value to every expectant
taht
those interaskance
declaring
looked
by
utter
by
upon
close da deal whereby they will conIt is an oily emulsionoffor external bis had "nodisgrace
in public utility corporations
time to. waste" in waiting.
ested
he
ingredients
composed
application,
tinue to be agents for ZEMO the
which disagree with the declaration
which act with beneficial and sooth- "Tell the boss I will call up by phone well known
remedy for eczema, dan of President Vail of the Bell tele
of
the
those
on
parand
that
effect
he
portions
said,
this
afternoon,"
ing
It is intended to ticular department has not yet recov- druff, and all d.'seases of the skin and phone companies in his annual report
system involved
the crisis, and ered from the shock it received. But scalp.
for
the
system
4
prepare
that regulation of public utilities by
The extraordinary leap that this
thus relieve, in great part, the suffer- the secretary was from the western
commission is desirable
permanent
mother
the
which
usually
clean liquid external treatment for and has come to stay. Moreover, it
ing through resrular use of Mother's
Vim, Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke
er's old home state and they had been
Vim, Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke
The
skin affections has made into public is
The
quite Hkely that the. Wisconsin
Friend will repay any mother in the good friends in former years.
favor in the last 'few years proves its method will be used as a basis for the
comfort it affords before, and the help- thing that had come between them
wonderful curative properties and work of the utilities commission. The
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health
Direct here from Philadelphia, Willow Grove Park The
westernto
strength
ful restoration
to take the starch out of the
it brings about after baby comes. er's enthusiasm for an old time visit makes it Indeed a valuable addition success of the Wisconsin law has
Greatest Amusement Park in America
Mother's Friend
with his friend is the thing Washing- to the fine' stock of remedial agents been one of the lessons to corpora
carried by O. G. Schaefer.
tion managers and it has been said
Q&g&ft ton calls the government.
MISS BLANCHE LYONS.
d9ruf0g stores!
Soprano
They have a limited supply of sam that the Vail report, read between
FRANK HELLE
'World's Fluegel Horn Soloist
In such an atmosphere it is easy to
JOHN HUGHES
Comet Virtuoso
understand why many representatives ples. One of which will be given free the lines, indicated familiarity with
OTTO H. JACOBS
Belgium Euphonium Soloist
sent from the western states soon lose to any skin sufferer who wishes to the results in that state. Mr. Vail
JAMES E. SEEBOLD.....
Piccolo Soloist
much valuable the
certainly made it plain to his 70,000
HENRY MAYER
spirit of their home district and test the merit of the medicine.
Xyophone Soloist
suggestions
information, and many
fall in with the "Washington idea." booklet "How to Preserve the Skin," stockholders that regulation was to
of a helpful nature.
be desired. The Wisconsin law has
Go. They are surrounded by it; enguifed will also be given to those Interested,
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Graduation gifts at Murphey's.
Boo Its for commencement

IMe

,

CMcir Fee

A New

at Mur
A Pive

phey's.

-- OF-

Shipment

for commencement

Gift book

5 Pounds for 25 Cents

Always get the beet at Nolette'i
barber shop.

Lunch every morning at
at Long's Buffet
Initial stationery
gifts at Murphey's.

for

10

o'clock

'

US- -

FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE

j

Spring Wheat

',VVV
X
V

,

FREE!

.

"I

Las Vegas Roller Millsf
131

First National Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

MISSING CHILDREN

BRITISH IMPERIAL
OPENS

FOUNDJT

"

GLOBE

The White Kitchen, open day and
night. Meals 25 cents. The place
that's clean.
The Elks will hold their regular
meeting tonight In the O. R. C. hall.
Several candidates will be Initiated
and other important business will be
transacted.

For 30 days we will sell $5.00 eleo-triIrons for $4.00. O'Malley's.
Ticket for "The Strenuous Life"
the play that will be given Thursday
evening at the Duncan opera house
by the senior class of the high school,
are going fast. Those who desire to
obtain them should do so at once at
Murphey's drug store.

.

ARIZONA
YOUNGSTERS
PRESIDES AS TWO
THOUGHT TO HAVE BEEN
LOST ON THE DESERT
DELIBERATIONS

CHAIRMAN

OVER

DRY CLEANING

con-

London, May 23. The Imperial
ference, which has now practically
assumed the functions of a grand coun
cil of the British empire, opened the
third series of Its quadrennial deliberations today under the chairmanship
of Premier Asquith.
Besides the members of the imperial cabinet fifteen premiers and ministers from the oversea dominions of
the empire discussed knotty problems
of state, Including a future constitu
tion for the British empire. The hope
is expressed that out of the discussion may come some definite proposal
for the federation of the empire.
n
relationship is
The
likely to be discussed in connection
with the question of imperial defense,
as also Is the part which the Australian navies are to play in that de
fense, as Australia since the visit of
the American fleet to that continent
three years ago has come to regard
American as a possible ally in the po
licing of the Pacific.
Anglo-America-

Ariz., May
Sidney and
Frank Richards, the two children who
were reported lost on the desert sev
eral days ago, are safe at Globe. Ex
tensive preparations had been made
to find the missing youngsters, when
it was found that they had fallen
asleep under a mesquite tree at the
picnic grounds where they had disappeared, he search had extended
far out upon the deBert.
Globe,

23.

CARNEGIE TO TESTIFY.
Washington, May 23. Andrew Carnegie has notified the house "steel
trust" investigating committee that
he is willing to appear before it and
that no subpoena or legal document
is necsesary to insure his presence in
Washington when desired. The special committee will meet Thursday in
executive session to consider plans
for the inquiry and Secretary Na-gand Attorney General Wicker-shaare expected to attend the
meeting.

Fresh Liggets candy for commenceRev. E. C. Anderson and Dean
ment week at Murphey's.
Frank Carroon object to being called
ASSEMBLY
candidates for the degree of bachelor PROTESTANT
Liggets' commencement candy at
of arts. They are both married but
Murphey's.
have
CONDEMNUATHOLICS
say, in spite of that fact, they
been bachelors for many years. They
Graduation gifts at Murphey's.
went today to Denver to become masPREsIdENT TAFT
ters of art, having finally decided to ALSO ATTACKS
FOR APPOINTING ONE OF
give up bachelorhood.
FAITH CHIEF JUSTICE
is made by Dr.
Announcement
Frank H. H. Roberts that Rev. Father Louisville, Ky., May 23. Condemna
William O'Ryan, pastor of St. Leo's tlon of the Catholic church and of
parish, Denver, Colo., has accepted i.he President Taft featured today's proInvitation of the Normal University ceedings of the general assembly of
to make the graduating address to the Presbyterian church in the United
the members of the senior class ou States, South. Rev. J. C. Paynter of
Your curtains need launderThursday evening June 1. Rev. Fath Youne Bills, Va., introduced & resolu
ing this spring. The usage they
er O'Ryan Is one of the most highly tion in which the Catholic church was
have received and the . dust
gifted clergymen of the west. In Den- condemned for pernicious activity and
ver and throughout Colorado he Is res- the president of the United States
they have absorbed during the
winter, makes them unfit to
pected and admired by people of all was condemned for appointing as chief
denominations. Father O'Ryan ex- justice a Catholic and a man who was
hang the entire summer. Send
pects to remain in New Mexico sev- educated in a Jesuit college. The mat
your curtains to us; when you
eral days, visiting Santa Fe and Al- ter was referred to a special com
them down and you will
take
buquerque. His subject here will be mittee.
be
pleasantly
surprised by their
Teacher."
Ideal
"The
appearance when we return
Thursday morning at 11:30 o'clock
them. We wash them clean,
the class of 1910 will present to the
without
damaging them; we
Normal university a portrait of Dr
them
starch
B. S. Gowen, formerly president of
just stiff enough
to drape right and hold their
the institution. Miss Jeanette Ward
will make the presentation speech
shape, and we dry them perand Miss Margaret Healy, of the Norfectly square, even and the exmal faculty, will accept the picture
act size as when sent us.
in behalf of the school. Friends of
Dr. Gowen and of the .Normal are
You'll Like Our Work.
Try It
invited to be present.

-

The Karef u Kiothing Kleaning Ko.
Avenue

We Claim lor the Richelieu Line

EXCELLENCE
SURPASSING
iHBiawMua
.,.
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if

in point of Purity and Quality, and each and every
item bearing this label is the best of its kind the
best that nature can produce and the best that skill
of man improve.
RICHELIEU BRAND PRODUCTS comply
with all requirements 6f every pure food law, State
and National;' but RICHELIEU BRAND. PRODUCTS do not merely comply with the laws," thy
surpass in character and quality .the most exacting
requirements of the laws.
-

THEGRAAF

'SOLD ONLY

BY-

STRING BEANS

COMPANY

Who Always Have the Best of Everything Eatable

Candy

at

Murphey's.

at

i

Pl

$3.00 Oxfords for $2.25
$2.50 Oxfords for $1.95

J

GREATEST TROUBLE
Big Sandy, Tenn. Mrs. Lucy Can- trell of this place, says: "Every two
weeks, I had to go to bed and stay
there several days. I suffered untold
misery. Nothing seemed to help me,
until I tried Cardul, the woman's
tonic Although I had been afflicted
with womanly weaknesses for seven
years, Cardul helped me more than
anything else ever did. It is surely
the best tonic for woman's greatest
trouble- - Cardul is woman's greatest
medicine because It overcomes that
weakness and brings back strength.
In the past 50 years, Cardul helped
over a million women.. Try it for
your troubles, today.

il

night on. the vine
to you

I. H. STEARNS,
TO EAT.

PURE THINGS

Raise some of those

BIG RED ONIONS
Plants Ready Nov.

, Easy to Transplant.

25 Cents perlOCT

Perrj

f

i

Onioiri & Son

10 per cent discount
or? all Boys' and Children's Regular Shoes.

GREENBERGER
Kit

"A Square Deal"

Easy, Economical
Sanitary Sweeping
We have just received the most
complete line of Bissell's Carpet
Sweepers ever shown in Las Vegas.
Ball bearing, with every iate imOne Bissell Sweeper will out last fifty brooms and
provement.
double the life of your rugs.

J. C. JOHNSBN
'

& SON

'Complete Furnishers of the Home' '

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrillos

CO ML

WOOD

A PJ D

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite

Foot ot Mmln

Coal, all

sizes-Ste-

am

Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling

W, G O N D O M

f&

In 21

Don't Borrow Yovir
Neighbor's raper
Subscribe Today for
Optic and Have
One- of-- Your Own

Las Vegas Stearri LaUfidry
Phone Main 81.

WOMAN'S

wv

-

6. HTAY W AHD

iiuyler's Commencement

Ap-

20 per cent discount on all Boys' and Children's Suits.
75c Waists for 50c.
20 per cent discount on Boys' and Children's Hats.

and

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience,

..

-

XTRAGOOp

CUCUMBERS

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstio and Foreign Exchange.

..

following low prices for
this week on all Boys' and

4

'sf

IMPORTANT

.

A

i

are going to give you the

Children's . Wearing
parel;

Your Curtains
This Spring

6 14 Lincoln

A

J

Let us Launder

ESTAULISIIUD 1870

Phone Vegas 450

'

PREMIER ASQUITH

Positively no camping, fishing or
C.
hunting allowed on our ranch.
W. and F. J. Wesner.

Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

Phone Main

As an inducement we

PHONE MAIN 379

graduation

For 30 days we will Bell $5.00 elec
tric Irons for $4.00. O'Malley's.

We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of OUR PRIDE FLOUR

Week

LUDWIG Wfl. ILFELD, Agent

CONFERENCE

Fresh Huyler's candy for com
mencement week at Murphey's.

FREE!

flinutes Walk

Murphey's.

x

THESTDHETHAT'SALVAYS BUSY

Choice Colorado

Boys for
Commencement

Old Crow sold over the bar at
Long's Buffet.

-- AT

CALL ON

Dress Up Your

;Hay Save You $5.00

at

Huyler'g candy for commencement
at Murphey's.

JUSTIN

191 1

Boucher's
Crejam Bread
JS known far and wide for
its purity, wholesomeness
and general excellence. It
is home made bread in every
sense, only a little better
more delicious than the usual kind. There is not a
loaf of bread sold over a
counter that can .approach
our Cream Bread.

iRETAIL PRICES
lbs. or More, Each Delivery
lbs. to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
lbs. to 1,00a lbs., Each Delivery
lbs. to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less Than 50
Delivery

2,000
1,000
200
60

lba.,-Eac-

Harvesters, Storers an,d Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualifes of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

SPOONS
Glft;iBirthday or Souvenir
STERLING SILVER
A

(The Coffee Man.)

,

AGUA PURA COMPANY

TRY IT
BOUCHER'S

h-

20o per 10e lbs.
25c per 100 lbs.
30o per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.
60c per 100 lbs.

Good Heavy Teaspoon "for 90 "Cents

TAUPE RT ' S

